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is a publication of

The Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

Founded in 1977, the SAFD is a non-profit organization of theater
professionals, academicians, friends and supporters, all of whom share a
common interest in the art of stage violence.
Led by the country's top fight choreographers, the SAFD stands for the
very highest standard in effective and safe theatrical fighting.
The SAFD has developed recognized standards for three levels of
skill in the stage combat arts.
ACTOR/COMBATANT
The actor/combatant is an individual who has received basic training in three to six weapon forms and passed a
proficiency skills test. The actor/combatant certificate expires three years from the date of issue, but is renewable
through a re-testing process. The actor/combatant certificate does not qualify an individual to teach stage combat or
to arrange fight scenes. But it does signify SAFD recognition of this individual as a safe, competent performer.

CERTIFIED TEACHER
A certified teacher of stage combat is an individual who has first passed the actor/combatant proficiency skills test
and then, in addition, had extensive educational training and passed SAFD tests in teaching techniques, historical
styles, weapons theory and practice, and theatrical choreography. The SAFD endorses this individual to teach stage
combat.

CERTIFIED FIGHT MASTER
A fight master is an individual who has completed all requirements of an actor/combatant and a certified teacher.
Beyond this, he or she must have a strong professional background, have choreographed a minimum of twenty union
productions and passed an extensive oral, written and practical examination. Fight masters are endorsed by the
SAFDto teach, coach, and choreograph in professional theatre, film and television, and in the academic arena.
This journal printed entirely on recycled paper.
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BY JAMES CHEATHAM

Tech-Talk, Targeting, Danger Perception, and
Inner Monologue - a series of exercises to aid
the actor/combatant in making the fight "real."

37

"The Paddy Crean workshop is an intensive three-day wm·ksh~~--featuring a handful of master teachers from four national
stage combat societies. It is an opportunity for teachers and students from all over the world to get together and share
techniques in the stage combat arts, The focus of this year's workshop is to honor Paddy for a lifetime ofdedicated service
to the art of stage combat. Paddy hopes to see a number ofhis old friends that he has been associated with in fencing,
acting and stage combat through the years. Sunday night will conclude with a gala event to celebrate his career with many
ofPaddy's friends through stories, film clips, and a good deal of wit. 'One more for the Gipper.' Hope to see you all there."
Brad Alan Waller

ACTING TOUGH ........ J. David Brimmer and
Dale Anthony Girard

THE PEN &
THE SWORD ••••••••••••• Dale Anthony Girard

Reviews of Laszlo Szabo's Fencing and the
Master and Carl A. Thimm's A Complete
Bibliography of Fencing and Duelling.

"Brz"

BY MICHAEL G. CHIN

A certified teacher in New York comments on the
pleasures and pitfalls of teaching working actors
versus teaching students still in college.

40

PUT TO THE TEST

Results of SAFD skills proficiency testing
across the country. And the winners are ...

23

Copy & Slash-out registration form for Paddy Crean Ttorksho 1996

NAME,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - -

PHONE._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

WORKSHOP REPORT •• Lawrence Woodhouse

More acting exerci~es for actor/combatants.

20
TEACHING!
ACADEMIA vs. THE

REPORT ........... Mark Guinn

Chicago's First Annual SA:t<D Winter
Wonderland Workshop and Supcrbowl Party

ACTING THE FIGHT!
A SERIES OF EXERCISES

Robert Seale
J.P. Fournier
John Brogan
Jean-Francois Gagnon
Gary Foo

NSCW

The upcoming seventeenth annual National
Stage Combat Workshops in Las Vegas.

A list of questions that can help even a layman
answer thi& perplexing qm:stion.

*Paddy Crean*

FROM THE PRESIDENT ••• , •• , • Drew Fracher

The president's "State of the SAFD" report

BY PAYSON BURT

•.

Fight Directors Canada ·

7

WHAT MAKES FOR
GOOD FIGHT DIRECTION?

Where: The Shaw Festival
"Niagara-on-the-Lake"
"Hour and a half from Toronto
or an hour ~om Buffalo"

Nordic Stage Fight Society

SPRING/SUMMER 1996

THE GREATEST SWORDSMAN
WHO EVER LIVED •••

.

BY LINDA CARLYLE McCOLLUM

4

EDITORIALLY SPEAKING

Aldo Nadi reigned supreme in the fencing world,
winning his first title at twelve.

5

LETTERS

41
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FIRST COME
FIRST SEVERED
"Bring a friend"

.

MISCELLANY

44

FIGHT DIRECTION USED To
EXPOSE CHARACTER AND THEME
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

"

BY DR, [(ATHY BIESINGER

I WILL ATTEND

DAYS
$ 75 a day. I $200 for all three days.

( 20th) ( 21st ) ( 22nd )
"Circle days you will attend"

A Shakespeare director's observations on how
stage combat can be used to illuminate the text.

Make check payable to:
The Globe Fighters Guild.
Send form and deposit today to: Brad Waller

31
KILLER APPLICATIONS
FOR l(ILLER BALL

P.O. Box 1304, Springfield VA
50% of payment reserves you a space.

Payment in full earns our love and respect.
You will get your workshop packet in the mail soon...

info:
Robert Seale (416) ,1 667-1346
... _,,. Brad Waller (703) 323-7233

BY PAYSON BURT

Kudos for Killer Ball and some further thoughts
on how it can be used in stage combat class.
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STAGE COMBAT AS A MARTIAL ART

BY
MARGARET
RAETHER

The hot topic right now seems to be "acting the
fight" and, in addition to another installment of
"Ading Tough," there is Payson Burt's hearty
endorsement of Killer Ball, and a series of acting
exercises for combatants by Jamie Cheatham.
I blame Jack Young (let's all blame Jac.:k),
whose arlide "What happened to the Actor in
Actor/ Combatant?" [Spring 1995 Fight Master]
sparked some great dialogue on exactly how to
teach students to combine good technique with
solid, in-depth acting.
Who was the world's greatest swordsman?
Answer: page 23. And Dr. Kathy Biesinger gives
a Shakespeare director's view on stage combat.
Congratulations to Fight Master J. Allen
Suddeth (call him "Author"), whose new book
Fight Directing for the Theater just came out.
Another literary member of the SAFD, Richard
Lane, wants some help on a book he is working
on 7 give him a hand by filling out the
questionnaire on page 10. (Xerox it so you don't
cut up your Fight Master. I like to pretend that
you cherish each issue - don't disillusion me!)

fl¥#A
the due de Villars
Claude Louis Hector, the due de Villars, leads an
attack against an Allied entrenchment at Denain 1
July 24, 1712, during the War of the Spanish
Succession. The figure of Claude Louis is a detail
from the painting Batai/le de Denain, by Jean Alaux.

S.AFD
HOT LINE

9A.M. -5 P.M.
EASTERN STANDARD TIME

•

I t~ink Richard Pallaziol both misinterprets and
misunderstands the basic premise of my article
"Stage Combat as a New Martial Art."
I nowhere suggest that stage combat is about
fighting or for fighters. The contention that "we
are not fighters" is surely faulty since many of
"us". have training and experience in boxing,
fencmg, karate-do, or aikido. My concern is
Mr. Pallaziol' s use of the confusing term
"fighting" in reference to martial arts training.
What my article does suggest is a slight
oh~nge in emphasis, in thinking, in teaching
philosophy, towards a more inclusive, less
exclusive idea of stage combat training. We
need only broaden our base philosophy to
encompass far more general artistic, theatrical,
and human concerns in our training systems in
order to meet the needs of far more people.
Whether stage combat people are "fighters"
or not, has no bearing on my position that stage
~ombat training and karate-do training (for
mstance) are similar in outcome-based ways. I
recommend the works of John Donohue and
the Journal of Asian Martial Arts for insight
into martial art, and the purposes and motivations surrounding and penetrating martial art
training. The subject cannot be summed up
effe<.:tively by wielding emotion-laden terms
1 e "f'1ght'mg, " " t h e street, " or "fear and pain."
l'k
· The argument that stage combat should be
excluded from the same company as judo,
karate-do, and aikido becam;e, if I understand
the gist of Mr. Pallaziol' s argument, the uses
of stage combat are different, seems spurious.
Surely students come to martial arts and stage
combat training for a wide range of reawns
and put that training to a wide range of use3 .
My article suggests that a broader set of
goals for stage combat-broader certainly than
that of a "tool which helps us move the audience
to experience the playwright's vision" -might
enhance training and attract more students.
Furthermore, I suspect that tlie "notion"
should be advanced that stage combat should be
"learned by all ac.:tors" for the sake of its intrinsic
values and not as a mere performance tool.
Mo~ement training can make "expert persons"
not Just actors. Not every acting student will
ne~d this particular tool, but I' cl bet that every
actmg student can benefit from stage combat
training even if they never take a fall, deliver a
slap, or swing a sword on stage.
Martial art training is not really that far
removed from stage combat training. Especially
in arts such as ail<ldo, the training follows
much the same patterns as that found in stage

combat classrooms. Aikido is not about pain
and ~ear. Just the opposite. The purposes a
martial art may be put to are legion. So are the
purpo~es of stage combat training. The training
itself, m the broadest sense, is much the same.
Also, and this was my central point, the
outcomes sought are much Lhe same.
I want my students to train themselves for
the joy of growth as people, and as expressors
~f ''.life." Rehearsal for performance surely
lnruts the work. The work itself is really all we
have. Anything else is delusion.
Also, wouldn't it be neat to have a "martial
art" which has a direct practical application to
~he actor's life for the actor's training for life
ma way that, say, taekwondo will never have.
Actors could learn sldlls for life and sldlls for
use at the same time. It wouldn't matter if we
ever use the performance tricks, we could
always use the life tricks.
I have many students who are not connected
to the theatre at all, whose training has little to
~o with ~ny "practical" use. Movement training
1s good for everyone, not just actors.
As to the assertion that stage combat does
not provide the opportunity lo experience the
"very real pain and fear as you learn your
technique and master your ego" Nuts! What
real difference is there between the pain involved
in doing randori in judo and the thigh pain
encountered in smallsword drill? Pain is pain.
Martial art is not about fighting. Never has
been. Martial art is not about self defense. Never
has been. Higaonna-sensei surely would agree.
"Mastered in the dojo, fear can be mastered in
the street." Sure. Fear of failure, fear of your
boss, fear of the Self. Othake Risuke shihan of
Japan's oldest extant martial art, suggests again
~nd again that training in combative discipline
is for th~ purpose of strengthening character,
not makrng fighters.
By focusing on the "performance" aspect
of our art, I'm afraid we push away those who
might benefit from its broader outcomes. 1
believe that the non-cognitive, experiential
eleme_nts of stage combat training are vastly
more important than the cognitive, skills-based,
test-centered, performance-oriented ones.
Perhaps stage combat training can have
impact in all phases of an actor's life - even
non-combat roles. Perhaps stage combat could
even be of "use" to people who have no
interest in acting? Certainly martial arts can be
of "use" to people with no interest in
"fighting." Me, for one!
Robert W. Dillon, Jr., Ph.d.
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
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BY
DREW
FRACHER

and golten used to the rest of the motley crew
of SAFD officers. We had a meeting recently
at Mr. Guinn's Crawdad Boil Workshop in
Louisiana and there are many changes in the
offing. Most of thi;: changes we Jiscussi;:d
simply involve bringing the organization into
the present in terms of how policy is formed
and adopted. You will all be made aware of
any such changes as they solidify.
Suffice it to say that we're working hnrd
to .make the SAFD the viable force in the
industry that 1t should and can be and I firmly
believe that we are coming into our own. My .
thanks to all of you out there that arc
volunteering your time and energies to make
these things a reality. No way we could do it
without you.

WORKSHOP FE:E:: $350.00
ccupancy Hou.sing Available for $150.0

"What ive have to do is continue to make
our standards the highest and hold them
up for all to see. The proof is in the vvork
we do, the students that we teach, and the
fights that we choreograph- 'nuff said."

al AFD Actor/Combatant Status Rene

Contact: Linda

Mccollum, Department of Theatre Arts

University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 4505 Maryland Parkway, Box 455036
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-5036
(702) 895-3662

In the wake of passionate letters ••.
I have been reading with interest the
barrage of recent letters to the editor contained
in these pages. It seems as though Mr.
Martinez' letter. (published in the Spring '95
Fight Master) engendered lots of passionate
response and T have been making an effort to
follow up on some of these and to try to find
out what it is Lhat makes folks ready to jump
on the "bash the SAFD" bandwagon. I applaud
our editor's efforts to make the letters section a
forum for all opinions and I urge her to
continue to do so.
Folks, the bottom line is this: this is a
business based on ego and no matter how
much we might like there to be total
agreement, that is never going to be the case.
Pa::;sionatc opinion hi good, believing in what
you stand for is as well. It seems to me as long

§~i~p!
The

r

Fight waster

$6.00 each
Quantities are limited
To order, check made out fo the SAFD to:

The Fight Master
1834 Camp Ave. • Rockford, IL 61103

as the techniques we teach and use arc safe,
first and foremost, and effective then we're
doing the right thing.
I'm not prepared to say "so and so is right
and so and so is wrong", that suems like a
waste of good energy. I think whal has become
obvious is that the SAFD i~ the organi7,ation in
the country that has been setting the standard
for some nineteen years and we are recogniwd
by the industry as doing so.
I don't think exclusion is the answer, nor
· do 1 helieve that we are some punitive body
that goes around policing the world of stage
combat. What we have to Jo is continue to
make our standards lhe highest and hold them
up for all to see. The proof is in the work we
do, the students that we teach and the fights we
choreograph; 'nuff said.
Haw a good one folks. It looks like the
National Workshop is ,,haping up lo bo really
exciting and Thope to see you all there in some
capacity. Keep up the good work, be well and
fight safely. Peace.

'1

.ii

Drew Frachcr
President
P.S. lam proposing some amendments and
changes lo our current bylaws and will be
calling for a vote of the membership for
ratification within the next couple of months.
Be on the lookout for further information.
Thanks again.
Be well.
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SEVENTEENTH

AMNUAL-

THERE'S NOTHING QUITE LIKE THE DESERT

MARK GUINN
NSCW COORDINATOR

in July. Which is why we all thank god for airconditioning. If you are among those maldng
the trek to Las Vegas for the seventeenth
annual National Stage Combat Workshops,
you can still plan on working up a sweat. The
NSCW, sponsored by the Society of American
Fight Directors and hosted by our pals at the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas, is where
stage combat enthusiasts gather from all over

and train intensively for three weeks under the
eagle eye of six SAFD-certified fight masters.

ACWorAACW...

:1
·I

Two separate workshop make up the
NSCW. Running concurrently with the Actor/
Combatant Workshop is the Advanced Actor/
Combatant Workshop, where students who
have passed the skills test will be working on
additional weapons and a some varied styles
and sldlls. AACW students will have the
opportunity to test in up to six weapons.

11

'I

The big get-together

J.R. BEARDSLEY

DAVID BOUSHEY

UNARMED

BROADSWORD

The NSCW is tho single largest event
sponsored by the SAFD each yem and
provides a unique opportunity to study, lo
train, and to talk swords until you are blue in
the face with other like-minded souls.
You can also buy a nifty t-shirt and even
niftier weapons from vendors who wi11 he
displaying their wares on the infamous
Weapons Night. Remember, you will be
among people who consider it perfectly
reasonable to own your own broadsword(s).

CTs and FMs in pitched battle!

,I

This year, for the first time ever, there
will be a master workshop prior to the NSCW.
Certified Teachers and Fight Masters will
gather together three days early and work out
together. I'd love to say that the last ones left
standing will preside over the NSCW, but of
course, with SAFD emphasis on safety, it will
look bloody, but no one will get hurt.
So I look forward to seeing those of you
who are heading to Vegas and those of you
who are otherwise employed, make sure your
voice is heard through your representative
(now being elected!).

DREW FRACHER
QUARTERSTAFF
AND SMALLSWORD
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RICHARD RAETHER
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ADVANCED ACTOR
COMBATANT WORKSHOP

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL ON•SITE <:OORDINATOR LINDA M<:COLLUM • 702-895-3662 ·

i
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CHRISTOPHER VILLA
ADVANCED ACTOR
COMBATANT WORKSHOP
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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I am writing a book on
stage combat that will
include a list of people and
places where one can receive
instruction in stage combat
and historical swordplay.
Additionally, we would love
to publish photos of your
school, students and/or
perfonnance company in
action to help bring the text
to life.
Include any infonnation
you like (institution name,
instructor's name, address,
contact number, type of
program, etc. Please be as
detailed as you like) or e-mail
the information to me at
RichJLane@AOL.com.
If you would like us to
consider photos for inclusion
in the book, mail them in and
include any photo credits that
should be published. We will
attempt to return all photos in
their original condition.
Send your information to:
Richard Lane
Academy of the Sword
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA 94112

COMPANY PROFILE
Company Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address·

-----------

Artistic Director _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Combat Instructor _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY
LAWREMCE
WOODHOUSE

Rank/Degree __________
Telephone ___________

Company Function

Fax/E-Mail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Teaching

• Pe,forming

D Stage

D Stage

D Film

D Film

--

-·

--

-

-- .

-

-

- -

Two fight ma~ters and five certified teachers
combined skills for a weekend of fun and fights
while, outside, the weather did its best to demonstrate 1l1at Chicago in Jrumary i.s no picnic.
Although billed as a regional SAFD event,
stage fighters came from all over the US to
participate: Michigan, Nebraska, Ohio, and
New York were all well represented, Dan
Curran traveled from Maryland; Alex Daye
and Joe Costello, along with their wives, came
from the tropics of southern Florida; and
former Chicagorui Delia Ford came from sunny
California. They all arrived just in time as the
temperature and the wind chill took a nose dive
into the "below zero" range,

• Both

Nature of Company
Describe Your Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Welcome to the Rough House...

Size of

Teaching Staff _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Performing Company

Affiliations
SAG
AEA

•

Hosted by the Rough House, the city's
only stage combat studio, the workshop rru1
from Friday
evening, January
26 through
Sunday atternoon,
January 28. The
Rough House was
founded just one
year ago by
Actor\Combatants
Carl Campagna,
Corinna Bryant
and Jeffrey Coates.
While various
stage fight classes
have been held
there, this was the
first time it had
been used for a
workshop of this
size. Seven
teachers ru1d

Size of

•

• AFfRA • SAFD • Other _ _ _ _ __

Describe Your Faciliti~: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Schedule of Classes of Performances
I'

---------------

k,
I
I'

Do you offer a Certificate? What is it called (certification,

,.
,'.•

HICAGO'S
FIRST ANNUAL SAFD WINTER WONDERLAND
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - WORKSHOP AND SUPERBOWL PARTY WAS IN JAN.LJARY.

proficiency skills, etc.)?

~-

-~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Master David Woolley, with skills honed
by years. of worldng in Chicago's notoriously
tight theatre spacef., led the students through
· two hours of advanced sword techniques in
"Stupid Sword Tricks in Small Spaces", the
workshop rkshop's opening class.
Techniques included practicing slashes
and moulincts while standing about six inches
from the wall, and doing thrusts and parries
without footwork, only a shifting of weight. It
was a great way to kick off the weekend and it
set the tone for lhe entire workshop. This
session ended around l 0:00 PM and many of
the participants headed out to enjoy the
Chicago nightlife.

Starting off with a brisk warm-up to shake out
the cobwebs, led by Stephen Gray, which
segued right into his class: "Blending of
Aik:iJo and Judo wiU1 Stage Combat."
It was an e:xceilent way to start the day:
with a mixture of physical activity. and some
exercises designed to get the brain working.
This class introduced a new approach to stage
fighting. Gray, assisted by Chuck Coy 1,
utilized some Aildclo techniques that surprised
everyone, demonstrating how using Ki energy flow between two partners - could be
used in the cour;:;e of stage violence.
The unusual exercises included one
partner allowing themselves to be easily lifted
off the ground by directing their energy up
through the top of their head, then prevenli.ng
this same action merely by fodusing tbeir
energy inward and down.
Another exercise was to combine your
own energy with your partner's, with the goal
of touching your forehead with your finger
while your partner m;ed all their strength to
prevent it. These were lots of fun and loosened
everyone up, boU1 physieally and memally.

Signature

Send to: Richard Lane • The Academy of the Sword • 587 Lisbon Street • San Francisco, CA 94112
111
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The next class was at the opposite end of
the spectrum. John McFarland's "Smash and
Bash with Johnny Mac" session was a great •
lesson in sword and shield techniques. John
starteJ it off right; with a warm-up that got

Date

::ii

"Aikiso and Judo with Stage Combat"
Satw-day's sessions hegan at 9:00 AM.

"Smash and Bash with Johnny Mac"

Title

I

I

''Stupid Sword Tricks in Small Spaces"

I give permission for Richard Lane to publish the above information.
Name

I

twenty-five students, plus weapons, in 2,480
square feet of floor space.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A LIST OF QUESTIONS TO ASI< - - - - - - - - - -

everyone into a "barbarian" mode. Students
stormed around the floor, knees hent, keeping
the weight low, growling fiercely at anyone
who crossed their path; and being careful not
to turn their back on anyone. For some
students, this class marked the first time they
had ever used sword and shield, but it made for
an invigorating and challenging class.

"Making All Weapons Exotic"
After a great lunch break of pizza,
Chicauo Style, of course, it was on to more
creati;e stuff. "Exotic weapons, or Making All
Weapons Exotic" by fight teacher James
Finney. Another thought-provoking class in a
different vein. Every student had to provide
their own "exotic" weapon. These ranged from
the sublime - Sai, halberd, throwing knife,
etc.- to the ridiculous - a shoe, a folding
chair, or a rolled up newspaper ( which makes
a fantastic knap, by the way).

Ii
,,,i1:

-' Each class was unique in its own right
and gave everyone involved some new
ideas and techniques to practice and
discuss."

11i

The idea was to discover the unusual
properties of the weapon that made it unique.
Then to incorporate that uniqueness into the
scene. The results were imaginative, to say the
least, and, in many cases, uproariously funny.
Did you know the scissors-like action of a
folding chair's legs make a great capture
weapon? The class then took these same
concepts of uniqueness and tried them with a
standard rapier or smallsword. Students found
some new ways to wield swords (and I got
some great ideas for a comic sword fight!).

"Chicago Barroom Brawl"
The last class of the day again made
everyone again shift gears. Chuck Coyl's
"Chicago Barroom Brawl" stayed with the
theme of working in tight spaces; only this
time with unarmed brawling techniques. This
got a little exotic, too, going beyond just
punches and kicks, into chokes, pins, and ~ven
a flip over the head and down the back! Nick
Sandys was called on at the last minute when
Chuck's assistant was unavoidably delayed.
But he handled Chuck's "abuse" with ease and
the session went off without a hitch.

•
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What makes
for good
fight direction?

"Rapier and Dagger on the Circle"
With only two classes scheduled for
Sunday, warm-up started at noon, giving everyone a chance for a little extra rest after
Saturday night in Chicago. There were still
quite a few groans and gasps as Nick Sandys
led the group through a brisk stretching routine
and then went right into "Rapier and Dagger on
the Circle."
Fighting on the circle was how the rapier
and dagger were used in their own time period
and Nick has done extensive research on the
subject. Attempting cuts, lunges, and parries
while moving in an arc proved to be a fresh
technique to most of the class, as well as a
considerable challenge. But it was one which
was met with great gusto and "za!".

ere 1s' a
list of the
questions
that can
help you
decide the answer.

"Acting the Fight"
Last, and certainly not least, was Richard
Racther's "Acting the Fight." Using the
Edgar\Edmund duel at the end of "King Lear"
as the theme, Richard had the class work out
not only the techniques each charac.ter would
use, but how they would react off each other,
too. Ideas flew fast and furious as the students
enthusiastically dove into the minds and
strategics of the two combatants. 1t proved to
be an e:-.citing finale to the seven classes.
All too soon, of course, it was over. Many
said their good-byes right away and headed off
lo the airport or train station Lo get back home.
The rest of us stuck around for leftover pizza,
heer, and SuperBowl XXX. Two TV sets were
brought out, couches and floor mats were
arranged for bleacher-style sealing and we
spent the eveni11g cheering for our favorite
team. The Cowboys won, of course, but I
wouldn't want to be accused of rubbing it in.
AH of the instructors did a wonderful job
of making the weekend an enjoyable and
exciting time. Each class was unique in its own
right and gave everyone involved some new
ideas and techniques to practice and discuss. A
well-earned round of applause also goes to
Carl Campagna and the Rough House for
hosting this event. "It was an incredible
success!" exclaimed Carl, Rough House
President. "Tv.cnty-five people fighting for
three clays, there were no "no shows," and
nobody got hurt."
It's a pretty good bet that most of this
year's participants are already looking forward
to the next year's workshop.

BY
PAYSOM

BURT

In New York it's the Tonies and the Obies; in
Chicago it's the Jeffs; in Washington D.C., the
Helen Hayes Awards and in Philadelphia, the
awards for theatrical excellence are known as
the Barrymores.
Recently, in Philadelphia, SAFD memb0r
Darla Max was nominated for fight direction
of Treasure Island. Philadelphia members of
the SAFD, led by Payson Burt, took this
opportunity to encourage the Banymore jurors
to add a permanent category for fight direction.
Toward that end, they developed a list of
questions to enable a lay-person who knows
nothing about fight direction (just as the jurors
are not set designers or dance choreographer&)
to come to an informed decision with regard to
fight direction.

"Does the momentum of the production
stop for the fight? Or does the fight flow
seamlessly from the world of the play?"
1. Does the fight direction serve the play?

parts? (Is the overall impact of the fight
greater than the individual elements?)

8. Does the momentum of the production stop
for the fight? Or does the fight flow
seamlessly from the world of the play?

9. In the events leading up to the violence,
was there a clear escalation or heightening
of tension or was it an explosion of
violence?
Was this choice dramatically effective?

10. Is the rhythm boring or exciting?

11. Do the way the characters fight match their
character and body type'? .
12. Ts the action committed?

13. Is there a sense of danger?

SAFETY

(does it add to the emotional environment
of the play or is it gratuitous?)

1. Do you fear for the characters in the play,

2 Does the vioknce inappropriately propagate stereotypes or violate cultural norms?

3. Do the actors seem tu be struggling to

or do you fear for the actor's safety?
2. Do you, as an audience member, ever feel
in danger'?

1··

3. Are there any weapons thrown or kicked
toward the audience?

4. If guns arc used, arc they ever pointed

4. Is the character that is fighting consistent
with the rest of the play?
Do the movement choices reveal such
things as: time period, financial status,
occupation, personality, bravery or amount
of martial training.
Afterward, have we learned anything about
the characters from the experience?

5. Does the fight direction tell a .clear story?
Does that story fit into the world of the play?

toward the audience?
Are they too loud for the space?

Ii

MECHANICS
1. Can you see the "technique," or was it an
effective illusion? (eg. The clapping hand
which made the sound is seen on a strike, or
you can tell no contact was made with the
punch because you saw air in between the
fist and face.)
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perform overly complex fight direction, or
do the fights allow the actor to reveal
circumstance and character?

Lawrence Woodhouse is a Chicago based SAFD member
and a frequent contributor to the Fight Master.

7. Is the whole greater than the sum of its

Note: A dazzling display of athletic ability does
not constitute goodfight direction.

DIRECTION

•••

6. For a period show, is the fighting
historically appropriate?
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2. The sound of the fight listen to the fight?

is it interesting to

If music is used, is it used effectively?

3. Is the staging imaginative?

,:

-.i
'I

Are sets and props used to best advantage?

1:

Does the staging make effective use of
basic directing tools such as.positions of
power and submission?

f

I
,•1

Are height and depth used?

1. Is the style of the fight consistent with the
style and spirit of the play'?

Acting the fight:
a senes
of exercises

2. Did the fight's style provide any new and
different insights into the play, or was it
ineffectual?

•

3. Does the style of the fight support the
relevance of the play?

•••

Payson Burt is a certified teacher in the Philadelphia area,

"Is the fight too bland or too repetitive?
Is it too slow to be realistic? Is it a
flurry of moves without any chance for
the audience to be involved? ~

i

'i

4. Focu~: Do your eyes know where to look?
(This is especially important in battle
scenes or brawls.)

\I'

i:

I'

,,,..

Do you feel like you missed important
moments?

5. Is the fight too bland or repetitive?
Is it too slow to he realistic?
Is it a flurry of moves without any chance
for the audience to be involved?

6. Do the weapons match the needs of the
story and character! (If the Scottish king
came out on stage for his last fight with
Macduff holding a small fencing foil in his
hand, thi8 would effectively diminish the
character and the dramaLic tension )

STYLE
Fights may be presented in either a
realistic or non-realistic style. Realistic fights
often appear spontaneous ;nd out of control.
These fights, very difficult to create and
maimain, grow organically out of Lhe life of
the play and, in a very serious way, propel the
action.
A non-realistic style could be anything
from a slow motion fight to a modern dance
piece. These fights incorporate mood,
intuition, and often, audience expectation.

I':
Ii:

!;:
1:

,I

'I
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One unique example of an non-realistic
sty le is the spectacle; a juicy showcase of
athletics and romance. The adage: "that would
not happen in real life" is ignored here while
the audience is treated to a musketeer laughing
cavalierly in the face of danger while fighting
off five guards, drinking a glass of champagne,
and reciting poetry to a beautiful woman.
TIIE FIGHT MASTER •
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xerctse
your way
to amuch
stronger
grasp of
your choreography
and your character.

BY
JAMES
CHEATHAM

THERE HAS BEEN MUCH TALK LATELY ABOUT
the need to rnise the standard& of acting for
actor/combatants. I, for one, am a little unclear
on the focus of this argument. Are we talking
about combatants' acting skills regarding text
etc., before they begin a fight, or their inability
to act the violence convincingly? If it's the
first problem, let's recommend a good acting
class. If it's the second problem, then I think
we need to be more attentive as instructors to
basic acting skills as they apply to combat.

For first time exploration of these exercises,
I recommend having the fighters learn a piece
of choreography in advance. They should be
able to execute it well at performance speed.
Then have them explore these exercises. In this
way they will be able to appreciate the
differences in their performances, before and
after the exercises. (Later on, once they have
mastered the exercises, it is certainly viable,
and beneficial, to explore the elements of these
exercises while choreography is being learned.)

Reminding actors about the basics

TECH-TALK EXERCISE

Even good actors need to be reminded of
the basics once the technical complexities of
stage combat are added to a scene. Following
is a series of exercises that I have developed in
the classroom.
I teach stage combat at the American
Music and Dramatic Academy in New York
City. In the four-semester training program
I've set np, two full semesters are dedicated to
unarmed combat. The first semester is designed
to give a strong technical base in beginning
unarmed skills. The second semester includes
more advanced techniques, but is primarily
focused on integrating detailed acting work
into the violence.
The following
exercises are some that
form the core of this semester's
work. Use some, use all, change them as
you like. I'm sharfog them in hopes that they
may be useful to you. Perhaps they will help us
take a small step toward our goal of better
acting in our violent scenes. The exercises are
designed to be used in unarmed stage combat,
although they can be applied to weapons work.
1'11 describe them, however, in unarmed terms.
As we aU know, it is important to rehearse
a fight scene over and over and over until we
can do it in our sleep. Sometimes that's the
problem. Actors do the fight in their sleep, so
to speak. They concentrate so hard on the
technique (timing, masking, pace, etc.) that
they forget to act. What the audience witnesses
in such cases is choreography, not violence. A
lot grnnting and yelling may spice up a
fight, but it can't take the place of
believable, specific acting.

of
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The actors execule the Jight at ¼ speed while
.describing without pause everything that they
ate doing technically- moving very slowly,
talldng very fast.
This has always
been a part of a
fight call for me.
Just a reminder
of how things
should go. , .-~/"JJ
This is a
[
'f
strictly
technical

I;

exercise, but it lays a good base for the acting
exercises to follow. The actors should execute
the fight slowly and well while describing in as
much detail as possible everything that they
do, or should do.

Describing in detail
For example: if the actor throws a roundhouse punch, he or she does not get away with
saying "l'm ,vinding up and punching him."
First, the actor isn't really punching his partner
so he shouldn't describe it as such. Secondly,
it's too brief. At true¼ speed the actor should
have time to say much more. For example:
"I'm looking at my targd; I'm making a fist;Tru
shifting my weight and winding up far to the side;
I'm drawing my fist through the chin nice and level,
letting my follow-through linger ... "

Notice that the running commentary begins
before and continues after the punch. Actors
should not stop talldng! They should pause
only to catch a quick breath.

'- Frustration is common with all these
exercises. Remind your fighters that
the nature of this work is challenging."
Since we are always doing something in a
fight, the actor should always be describing it.
Even if the actor is waiting for their partner to
throw a punch, there is sti11 much to describe:
"I'm making sure I'm in a good fighting stance. I'm
getting my hands ready for the knap, I'm watching
my partner, looldng for his eye-contact. I'm shifting
weight to my right foot. I'm breathing deeply ... "

fl

FIiiing holes
If the actor has a hole in his commentary,
point that moment out to him so he can fill it in.
This exercise is not easy. One has to pay close
attention to all the details of the technique that
we have worked so hard to integrate. Often
actors catch themselves taldng something for
granted, perhaps realizing that something
important is being missed ("Oh yeah, I need to
check my target there.'') Frustration is common
with all these exercises. Remind your fighters
that the nature of this work is challenging.

Keeping it slow

•

Again, I stress that is incredibly important
that the following acting exercises be explored
in ¼speed.First - for safety's sake; the performer's attention will be focused primru·ily on
the experiences and thoughts of their character,
while still executing cleru1 and safe technique.
No area should suffer significantly. Secondly,
if participants go too fast, they deprive themselves of making specific discoveries. We're
trying to explore the human mind's emotional
state during a fight, a frightening, potentially
life-threatening situation.
THE FIGHT MASTER • SPRING/SUMMER 1996

The reality is that when people find themselves in a life-threatening situation they think
very, very quickly. People are often surprised
afterwards at how clearly they thought or how
calmly they responded. It is instinctive survival
mode. lf you've ever taken a bad spill, you may
have felt that you were falling in slow motion.
That's your mind kicking into hyper-drive.
Imagine you are alone at a bus stop late at
night. A man approaches. As he reaches for his
pocket and looks at you, your mind races:
Ohmygodhe'sgotaknife- or a gun! Should I rnn?
No,no sudden moves ... 111aybe I'll just walk away.
Maybe I'm overreacting, Ohmygod he's smiling at
me; he's going to kill me or rape me! Should Tcall
for help? Why didn't I take that self defense class?!
Ohhh ... he's offering me gum.

In stage combat we are not actually in fear of
our lives (hopefully). There is no adrenaline
rush to get us thinking at hyper-speed. So, in
order to create a truthful inner life, we slow the
fight (to ¼ speed) and create as many detailed
thoughts as possible. Remember that the bus
stop monologue would've taken your brain
under two seconds! The first exercise deals
with only a specific part of that life and death
thought process - the sekction of targets.
TARGETING EXERCISE;
In 1/4 speed, combatants call out the targets
as they discover them. This exercise, like those
that follow, is enlirnly from the character's
point of view. Calling the target must coincide
with the character's thought process Thus, the
target must be called before any phyAical action
is taken to attack. Idea first . . . then action.
For example: the first technique in the
routine is a hairpull. The character must say
"hair" before reaching for their opponent's
hair. This seems ridiculously simple on paper.
It seems simple in demonstration. It gets hard
as one really tries to break down the thought
process specifically. "Hair" rnu,~t be called out
not only before one pulls the opponent's hair,
but before even reaching for the hair; before,
in fact, the fingers begin to spread in expectation ofreaching for the hair. Be specific.
Since this is the first move of the fight,
some decision-making may be possible. Perhaps
the character chooses "nose" (considering a
punch to the nose) then another target, before
deciding upon the perfect attack - ''hair.''
(Perfect because it is the only attack that the
choreography allows them. But the character
must discover this in the moment.) Elsewhere
in the choreography there may only he enough
time to choose one target. This sense of
immediacy will certainly feel differently than
the decision-making moment just described.
Perhaps the choreography dictates that
three steps are taken toward the victim before
the hairpull. The character would then choose
a target before ever shifting forward for that

first step. The first target might not be "hair."
The first impulse might be"cheek'' (a slap),
but, once the attacker gets in range, and before
maldng any move toward the hair, the attacker
must change their mind and call out "hair.''

Being specific
As with all acting exercises,
the challenge and the hard work
comes from being tough on yourself to be specific. I like to help
actors by identifying late choices
with a simple vocal buzzer
sound, "ehhhhhh!" (an "I'm
sorry, Mrs. Watson, that answer
is incorrect" type sound.) [Important: Making
choices .is such a personal process for actors
that it is difficult to label choices "wrong.''
However it should be the goal of the educator
to help the actor to make the strongest possible
choice, at the most opportune moment. In this
example, a character might well take three steps
without any clear idea of the intended target,
but the attack, even the walk, are stronger when
a clear choice is made.]
Performers follow these guidelines even
when they don't attack. Using our example of
the three steps into a hairpull: what if, while our
attacker is still deciding, "stomach ... face ...
hair," the victim (who has no foreknowledge that
he's about to be a victim) is thinking "face ...
groin ... shin!" Only tho victim does not attack
because, before he can go for the shin, the
attacker is reaching for his hair. The point is,
just because the choreographer hasn't given
you an attack,
your character
needn't be passive.
Look for these
opportunities.
Notice that the
fighters are not
saying "hairpull" or
"back-hand" or even
"slap." The character needs
to discover targets; we can
assume that the actor already
has a stage combat vocabulary.
Once the target is chosen,
the type of attack is a natural
progression. In a real
fight, ifl see a kneecap
as an open target, I'd
make the most logical
attack. If standing, I'd
probably Jrick it. If
kneeling, perhaps
punch or grab at it.

feels fake.'' If your character wants to punch
someone, but the choreography has you clapping
your own hand (ie. a slip hand lcnap ), then of
course there is an emotional let-down. I explain
it like this. ln this world, your hand is their
face. (The acting term for this is translation.)

'- If your character wants to punch someone but the
choreography has you clapping your own hand ...
then of course there is an eniotional let down.~
In a real fight, throwing a real punch, there
are technical things I have to pay attention to
(keep my guard up, watch my target, make a
good fist, etc.). In stage combat we pay attention
to just as many, and often similar, technicalities.
If my real punch connects, several things
may occur (I'll perceive a moment of contact,
perhaps even hear it, and l' 11 see my opponent
reel.) If my slip-hand knap punch is successful
(if it is done well), my character perceives all
the same information. So in this exercise, once
your character decides "face," you lock your
focus on your hand, which now is their face 1
Thus we marry the technical requirement of
looking at your hand, and the emotional urge
to strike the face.
Make the target personal. If
the punch is choreographed to cross
the face at chin level, don't feel obligated to
say "chin." Say jaw or mouth or even tooth!
Whatever involves you emotionally. Be
graphic, be vulgar, but be specific. Don't
feel compelled to always use the same
name. If gut worked for you the first
dozen times, but no
longer, switch to rib
or spleen!

"This feels fake."
ln Lhis exercise

I try to deal with
a common actor's
complaint: "this
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Notice that we use one word io describe
. the target. "Facc!"rather than "I'm going to hit
you in the face!" We're after a specific thought,
a moment of discovery, the split-second when
your brain goes "aha!" in the midst of a fight.
Anything longer than a word makes the moment
less clear. Remember, we're dealing with only
one specific aspect of the thought process.

-' Don't whisper ... Commit! Theater is
exciting only when we 1nake bold choices.~
Let your voice reflect how you feel about
what you do. Don't whisper. Whispering is like
cursing under your brealh. We all do il, but il' s
very different than saying that ~amc oath clearly
to someone's face-or yelling. Commit! Theater
is exciting only when we make bold choices.

Making the less obvious choice
Choices don't have to be obvious. For
example, if our hairpull is followed by a punch
to the face, 1he character may not chose "hair."
The character may call "face" before taking
those three steps toward the victim. Now, in
the character's mind, the hairpull is simply a
set-up for real attack~ the blow to the face.
Do we have to make a choice? Aren't
there times when a character just lashes out?
Certainly. You may choose that your character
doesn't make a specific choice ... but that is
also a choice. (Be cautious of overusing this.)
Each variation helps personalize each fight, so
that the same choreography takes on a unique
shape based solely on the chokes of the actors.
Stay at ~1i speed! If actors go too fast they
end up either calling out the moves as they do
them (ehhh !), or stopping the flow of the fight
to insort !.he !.bought. Actors must foarn to think
quickly while still keeping their fight fluid.

.,,
..I.
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D~GER· PERCEPTIO.... VOCALIZATIO._.t
While in ¼ speed, the fighter must identify
the exact mom~nt they become aware of attack
and the degree of danger. This is accomplished
with ,my open vocal "Ahhh!" Again, thought
must precede action. A move of resistance or
· protection must be preceded by vocal recognition of danger. (This exercise works well in
conjunction with the targeling exercise.)
Let's stick with the hairpull. The attacker
places a hand on the victim's head, the victim
secures the attacker's hand by placing his or
her hand on lop, and basically acting as if their
hair is being yanked. The victim puts her hand
on her partner's for two reasons: to make sure
that the victim is in control of ilie action (for
safety), and to ensure that !.he attacker's hand
doesn't slip off (to preserve the illusion).
In the world of the character, the victim
puts her hand on her attacker's to prevent him
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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from tearing her hair out. Bringing her hand up
is defensive. Before acting, the defender must
first recognize imminent danger and a need for
defense. The victim must.first vocalize (aahh!),
then raise her hand (not simultaneously).
If the hairpull is preceded by three steps,
the victim might see those steps as an attack.
The victim begins vocalizing as the attacker
approaches, and continues right up through the
hairpull. (A very long "Aaahhhhh!") Another
choice may be to not recognize an attack until
the last moment. Maybe the victim misinterprets
the attacker" s steps as friendly (especially if ilie
attacker is purposefully misleading); reaching
towards the victim's hair could be a nice thing.
However, a specific moment must come when
the victim recognizes physical jeopardy. This
is when vocaliiing begins. There is lots of room
for interpretation as to when danger is perceived,
but the moment must come before the victim's
hand moves, or before her body flinches.

Deciding between valid choices
Spotting danger from afar, discovering it
at the last moment, or any time in belween are
all valid choices. Find a choice which involves
you to the greatest extent, and helps you fulfill
the specifics of the choreography. By that I
mean, if you decide (in our hairpull example)
that your character senses danger immediately,
but can't figure out why you hold still for so
long, maybe that's not the best choice for you.
Or you can explore thal choice further ... maybe
you attempt to turn, duck, or try to prevent the
attack, but ultimately your hair gets pulled. Any
of these choices make the fight more dynamic,
because now it is detailed specifically from
your character' point of view. (If your choke
significantly changes the fight, clear it with the
choreographer. Most choreographers/directors
want actors who make active choices.)
Wilh the hairpull, a moment of perceived
danger definitely occurs, because the technique
dictates it. The hand must come up; it comes
up in defense. Other techniques leave far more
room for interpretation. You may perceive
danger well in advance, notice it at the last
moment, be surprised by a blow that you never
sensed coming. Your character's reactions to
these experiences will be distinctly different.
As in the targeting exercise, let the vocal
sounds reflect your character's emotional life.
If you perceive a blow coming well ahead of
time, your fear will mount as you get closer to
disaster. Let your vocals climb emotionally.
Yon may not have enough breath left for a big
vocal reaction to the blow once it arrives.
Thal' s fine for the purpose of this exploration.
The value of trouble
Gel in trouble! If you play it too coQl, convinced that your character isn't really afraid,
then you deprive yourself of a great acting
opportunity. Theatre is all about obstacles. The

greater the obstacles, and th() struggle lo overcome them, the higher the drama. \Vhicl1 sports
event is more exciting, a landslide victory, or a
back-and-forth struggle? What's the victory in
breaking a choke that's no threat? The more
you empower your attacker, the stronger you
appear when you break free of that choke.

Fighting from need
"Real" danger frees· you lo act. Instead of
trying to recall what move is next, react! The
more danger you're in, the greater the need to
escape and the higher the elation when that
happens. Get in trouble so you can really set
up those reversals. Fight from need as much as
possible. Fighters need to win.
Do these exercises simultaneouslv, with
each characters switching from targeting to
danger perception, to targeting, throughout a
fight. Be hard on yow·selves to be accurate,
As fighters hegin connecting to their
emotional life, they'll speed up. Remind
them to slow down, but acknowledge
that the reason they're speeding is
because they are identifying with
feelings of fear and need. Tt's the point
of the exercise and should be praised.

The be:,;t source for this tirade is your
partner. Obwrvc him keenly, as in a real fight.
Everything you do, or attempt concerns him.
The success of any attempt can only be learned
by watching its effect on him. Your survival
depends on how you react to whal he docs.
The pain you feel is because of him and is
significant in the way it affects your ability to
dt:al with him. Never forget the importance of
the person opposite you ou the stage.
Detail the pain. Don't say ''Ow, my face!"
Where exactly were you hit? What's 1he
damage - bruised or broken'? Did you hear
something crack? Is ycmr tooth loose? Can you
taste blood? Are your eyes watering? Are you
dizzy? If you'd really been hit, you'd know the
answers to all of these questions almost
immediately. Your character should he equally
informed. Explore the senses: feel, taste, hear,
even smell ilie details of pain.

.. Get in trouble! If you play it too cool, convinced
that your character isn't really afraid, then you
deprive yourse(f of a gr~at acting opportunity."

INNER-MONOLOGUE EXERCISE
This is a- standard acting exercise. Boili
actors say out loud every thought and feeling
that their characters are going through during
the fight. Movement is i-;till ¼ speed.
Inner monologue should build on the discoveries made in the previous two exercises,
including Lhe precise moments when a target
or a danger i~ discovered. Instead of 'Tm
going to pull your hair!" (too long); the actor
should say something like, "Hair! I'm going to
grab a handful and yank. it out by the roots!"
Find that moment of discovery, and detail
it. Make it personal. Danger perception should
be verbalized. Ifs okay to begin awareness
with a sound. Sometime.-, "Aahh!" is descriptive
and appropriate. But if that clanger aw8rencss
continues for any length of time, it should be
spoken: "Aaiii ! She's trying to pull my hair
OUL I can heru: it tearing! Oh no! Now she's
going to punch me in the face!"
Speaking the character's thoughts
This exercise builds on the skills learned
from the tech~talk exercise. Actors should talk
quickly and continuously, while maintaining
the fight in \11 speed. They should say several
things about each technique, but now entirely
from 1heir character's point of view. Both
monologues happen simultaneously.
As in the tech-talk ex.ercise, at times actors
will find it hard to talk continuously. There
will be holes. Words are an expression of their
thoughts. Remind them lhat in a genuine liJethreatening moment (like a fighl) they'd have
a hard time keeping their thoughts from racing.
Quite the opposite! So keep talking.

In life you may be injured and not feel tl1e
pain until later. Often on stage we use this to
justify long fights, or what should be incapacitating blows. However if we rely too heavily
on this, we end up with a fight where act.ions
have no co11_sequences; an exchange of blows
with no sense of struggle. Ob~tacles create
drama and pain is a huge obstacle to success.
(ll ends most fights.) When both characters
fight on despite pain, it becomes an intriguing
battle for domination! (see Rocky Tl.)

Detailing the inner monologue
Stay away from cursing. True, you might
think it and say it in a fight. But "Oh shit oh
shit oh shit" doesn't add much to yow- inner
monologue. "Vulgarity is a weak mind trying
to express its elf.''
Watch out for exposition. "You killed my
sister so l'm going to ... " might be the reason
the fight began, but once it's on you'll need to
focu~ on the immediate here and now. This is
called being "in the moment."
After working these exercises carefully
and thoroughly at (/1 speed, have the fighters
internalize the inner monologue, and execute
their fight at performance speed. Those inner
thoughts will color each fighter's experience in
a very unique way. Each fight, as a result, will
be subtly distinctive. Overall, these exercises
should help the fight feel more real for the
actors. lf they believe what they are doing,
then we, the audience will believe it as well.

:,1

•••

Jamie Cheatham Is a ce1tified teache1 based in NevvYork.
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Teaching:
Academia vs.
the "Biz"
eaching
s t a ge
combat to
working
actors can
be a real school
of hard knocks.
BY
MICHAEL
G. CHIN

I TEACH STAGE COMBAT FOR THE
New Yorlc Fight Ensemble.
Together with my fellow
Certified Teachers Ralph Anderson, J. David
Brimmer, Robert Tuftee, and Ricki Ravitts, we
train working actors how to fight.
I also teach for the Pan Asian Repertory
Theatre here in New York City. Both NY FE
and PART are professional actor training
programs catering to people already in the
business, as opposed to university situations.
As a matter of fact, the only teacher from the
NYFE group who also teaches at a college is
Mr. Brimmer, who teaches stage combat at
New York University.

Working with working actors

I e11joy teaching on a professional level.
All of our students at N YFE and PART are
working actors, some union members, some
not. They've al1 had at least some profos1,ional
·theatrical exposure ranging from non-paying.
non-Equity showcases to Broadway shows,
films and soaps. Therefore, aclors who come lo
us for classes arc primarily looking for combat
instruction; they're not seeking acting class.
The reality of the situation is that a
working actor in New York, in common with
most actors, is strapped for cash, and will be
judicious in the way he spends his money for
training. He will take acting class, voice class,
scene study class, and somewhere down the
list (perhaps fifth or sixth) he may invest in
stage combat class.

'- ... somewhere down the list (perhaps
fifth or sixth) he [the working actorJ
may invest in stage combat class. "
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MosL of our students hold down steady
jobs between acting gigs, so all of our classes
are held at night. All of the students have had
some previous college education and the
average age is late twenties to early thirties.
However, one enterprising c;evcntcen-year-o1d
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high
school j Lmior managed to
take my rapier and dagger
class. It seems he saw one
of my Hyers and signed
up. By the time I realized
his true age there were
only two sessions left. So I
kept my fingers crossed
and prayed he wouldn't
get hurt so that his parents
wouldn't sue us.
It had never dawned
on me that someone under
twenty-one would sign up
for classes at NYFE. To
hfa credit, he was focused
and did extremdy well.

The collegiate profile
Generally speaking,
college students who take stage
combat classes are theatre majors in
their late teem; to early twenties. Many
iakc stage combat as part of their al1m·mmd theatre education - it is one of
the requirements for their major.
Fortunately, more and more universities
are strcssi ng the acting aspects of the
stage combat curriculum as well as the
combat sldlls.

The students
Eighty percent of
NYFE's students come to
us because of some
connection or exposure to
the area Renn Pain), The
New York Renaissance
Festival in Tuxedo, N.Y.
has been a godsend to
NYFE. We have a very
good working relationship
with them and the Artistic
Director there insists that
actors hired to fight at the
Faire, fight well, and they
acknowledge the SAFD
certification.

Catalyst and Symbol
The remaining
twenty percent of NYFE
classes are made up of
previou~ly certified
actor/combatants, who
are honing their skills;
people who haye jLtst
moved to New York and
have been referred to us;
and/or actors who

desperately need to "learn how to fight for an
audition or call back."
At PART, ninety percent ofmy
students are Asian American actors,
many fresh out oJ college, who have
gravitated to PART in hopes of
rounding out their theatre training.
While, currently, I am not teaching
on an university level l have, in the
pa~t, filled in for fight Master David
Leong at Ju11iard. worked with Fight
Master Pracher at the Burt Reynolds
Institute and conducted workshops at
the University of Tulsa, University of
Texas, New York University, St. John's,
Brown University, NY State Theatre
lnstitute,and Pace University. So, I also
have experience teaching stage combat
to college students.

I

!>

Making a choice
There are many pros and cons to
leaching academically and
professionally. If Thad to choose
between the two T would lean ever so
slightly towards teaching professionally.
Why? ln a simple word: flocus.
Simply, the student who works hard
for a living and then chooses to take that
money and give it to you will come to
your class because he wants to. He has
made an investment, literall;", of time and
money. He will come motivated to learn.
In turn, as a teacher that psychs you to
give your all.
Conversely, when you have to take
attendance; ask students why they have
missed two classes in a row; beg them to
warm up before class so that they will be
prepared to start on the hour; and then yell
at them to pay attention it takes a toll.
In a gross generalization, the
difference between teaching on a college
level and professionally is that professional
students take your classes because they
want to and college students take your
classes because they have to.
Different expectations
Professional students have some idea
of what to axpect. They are a little bit older,

have hacl some experience on the stage and
cannot afford to miss classes for which they've
just spent $300.
College students will tend to get
bored after the first class because
they're not slashing and cutting.
Hence, at times, I find myself putting
fort the effort to entertain college
students more than instructing them. I
have to come up with motivational/
theatrical games to augment my
teaching of combat skills.
Now, before you start sending
letters to the Fight Master and
condemning me to a Purgatory of
training ha~-been actors, there are
some definite problems with teaching
and training profes.sional actors.

Drumming up business
The biggest hassle with
having one's own school is
hustling to get students. This is
particularly true in New York,
where as I noted, stage combat may be
low on an actors priority list of classes.
There are hundreds of flyers to
send out, numerous phone calls and
back-up phone calls to make. Deals to
cut with worthwhile students who
cannot afford full tuition. You must find
suitable rehearsal space. You must
accommodate people's work schedules.
Then, too, you provide weapons and
worry about insurance. And, after all is
said and done, you may have only four
people sign up. Many times we bave had
to cancel classes due to lack of
enrollment. I don't even want to talk
about bounced checks.

-' [the student] has made an investment,·
literally, of time and 1noney. He tvill come
motivated to learn. In turn,· as a teacher,
that psychs you to give your all. "
Suddenly, a college situation seems
so stable and civilized -· all you need do
is show up prepared to teach. Your class
schedule is set. Weapons are provided and
insurance is taken cme of. And you arc
gainfully employed for 13 weeks.

The price of stability
However, there is a price to be paid
for stability. One must follow the rules set
up for academia. Take attendance,
administer written exams and adapt your
teaching style to suit the policies set by the
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thtmter department. In essence you must be
held accountable.
When you have your own school,
other than the guidelines set up by the
SAFD you can do whatever you want
and charge whatever you want.

"Been there, done that"
Another downside of teaching
students who have been in the business
for a while is that often these students
are jaded. They have the "been there,
done that" attitude. ''Okay, teacher, I
already know this stuff - impress me."
"Excuse me, that's not how I learned it
in so and so's class'' (God forbid they
an; members of the Society for Creative
Anachronism, or that they received prior
training from people whose
technique differs from the
SAFD). Or the comment that
irks me the most: "Don't give
me acting notes!"

-' It's great to teach experienced actors
how to hone their craft- it's equally
fulfilling to teach young students how
to act fights.~
Occasionally, a<.:tors will sign up for
a class because they believe you have
some casting influence. Being the
resident instructor/choreographer for
PA.RT, my classes inevitably tend Lo be
bigger during the years that fight shows
are scheduled in our season. Some of the
actors very legitimately want to become
familiar with fight techniques before they
audition for me and some of the actors
want to ''schmooze'' me.

Professional panic
Professional students may have a
different agenda. The student who's on a
timetable because he plans to use your
class as a springhoard to a job at the Renn
Faire or who desperately needs to learn
everything about rapier and dagger for for
his Tybalt callbadc in two weeks will strut
to panic when he "can't get it." This actor
is putting undue stress on himself and
everybody else in the class.
In defense of college students, they
will show up with a lot of enthusiasm ::md
physical skill (fewer bad backs and bad
lmees). They have no pre-established
prejudices because they have never studied
with any other fight instmclor and they
relish acting notes.

•
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The biggest payoff
Ba1,ically, what I'm saying is that as a
teacher one cherishes the chance to
teach anywhere. It is why we are
teachers. It's great to teach
experienced actors how to hone their
craft and it's equally fulfilling to
teach young students how to act
fights. Regardless, of where, what or
how you teach the biggest payoff is to
see thal you've made an impact.
If all works out, come Pall of 97, I
will be teaching on the undergraduate
level at Pace University in New York
1 am look forward to Lhe challenges
and rewards of teaching both the
academic and professional arenas.

•••

Michael G. Chin is a certified teacher
based in 1,1ew York City.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF ALDO Nf,DI

The greatest
swordsman
who ever lived ...
ldo Nadi
reigned
supreme
with a
sword in
his hand during
the l 920s and
1930s, winning
his first title at
the age of twelve.
BY
LINDA
CARLYLE
McCOLLUM

HE WAS THE LAST GREAT PROFESSIONAL
fonc.:ing champion of Lhe twentieth century and
was.considered the greatest ~wordsman who
ever lived. Aldo Nadi was a superchampion
whose highly publicized foncing exhibitions
attracted thousands oJ spectators. By literally
crushing his adversaries on the fencing strip,
he eventually exhausted his supply of
challengers. No one wanted to fence him since
Lheir inevitable loss would be devasLating to
their fencing career.

A family of fencers
Born ln Livorno, Ttaly in 1899 to a family
of master fencers, he and his brother Nedo
were taught as children by their father
Giuseppe Nadi, a famou& fencing master who
coachecl Italian fencers for over fifty years.
Aldo Nadi began fencing at the age of four and
won his first title at twelve.
At the 1920 Olympics Nadi won three
gold medals on tbe Italian
Team in
three weapons
and a silver in sabre in the
individual events with his
brother Ncdo winning the
gold. He always remained
second to his brother
until, at the age of 34, his
brother Nedo retired as
TnternationaJ Champion
and Aldo succeeded to the
title.

occasion with music, preliminary exhibition
bouts by the leading European fencers, and a
performance by the Comedie Francaise.

A questionable score
Aldo lost the match to Ganclin 20 to 1 1,
but the score was not genuine. Judge:, called
"Halt" to legitimate beal lunges by Nadi who
was using the Italian foil which ea~ily disarmed
Gaudin \.Yho was using the French foil. There
were questionable calls by judges who seemed
blind to clean hits against Gaudin even when
N adi' s foil had to be straightened after th<.: hit.
There was also a temporary rnle framed
prior to the 1920 Olympics which allowed hits
on the sword-arm above the elbow, even when
there wat. no deliberate :,hidding of the body.
This rule remained in effecl fOl' this match. Si.\.
of the ten hits scored by Gaudin were t<) the
upper part of Nadi's extended arm in the
second part of the match.

an
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French vs. Italian

:1

In 1922 a foil c·ontest
in Paris was arranged
between the twenty-two
year old Italian Aldo Nadi
and the French fencing
champion, Eucien Gaudin,
to settle the dispute over
the supremacy of the rival
schools of fencing. At this
Lime Gaudin was considered the greatest fencer
in the world. This match
drew over seven thousand
spectators with three
thousand being turned
away. It was a spectacular
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Turning professional
It was at Lhis time that Nadi turned
professional doing exhibitions matches for
large sums of money (which he quickly lost in
the casinos of Europe). His fencing encounters
throughout Europe were gala events
accompanied by banquets, champagne and
beautiful women. Fencing experts called him
the "Virtuoso of the Sword." He was a marvel
of speed, grace and precision. The speed and
brilliance of Aldo· s footwork enthralled all
who saw him.
,!
j
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"His fencing encounters throughout Europe
were gala events accompanied by banquets,
champagne and beautiful women.~

1I:
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This elegant and boastful young
swordsman became known as the "bad boy" of
fencing. He casually took on all comers in his
fencing exhibitions, be they professional,
amateur, Olympic or European Champions and
beat them soundly. While his opponents
trained intensively for these matches, Nadi
would take only a couple of weeks prior to the
exhibition to prepare himself for the fencing
exhibition.

/,i
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Coming to America
In 1935 Nadi moved to the United States
and made his American debut at the Plaza
Hotel in New York under the auspices of the
Amateur Fencers I ,eague of American on
December 12, 1935. His foil exhibition with
George Santelli of the New York. Athletic Club
was described as "classic in design and
execution."
Nadi deplored the lack of interest in
fencing in the United States. "No student can
learn fencing without much hard work," he
wrote, "but the rewards in health. well-being
and pleasure are well worth the effort." He
eventually retired from fencing exhibitions.
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In 1943 he moved to Los Angeles where
he opened a fencing school on La Cienega
Boulevard in Los Angeles. His prowess with
the sword brought him to the attention of the
film industry and he began to supervise
fencing scenes in motion pictures.

Making the move to film
In Europe he had been the star of the 1928
silent film The Tournament (Le tournoi clans la
cite) directed by Jean Renoir. In the United
States he created the fencing choreography for
the Daphne du Maurier pirate story,
Frenchman's Creek with Basil Rathbone and
Captain from Castile with Tyrone Powe1;. (He
also had one line as the body guard in the
Humphrey Bogart film To Have and Have Not.)
Nadi felt strongly about the differences
between competitive fencing and stage or
screen dueling. "Anyone with two legs and one
arm - and no brains - can put on a decent
stage duel in a couple of weeks while it takes
years of very demanding work to become a
mediocre competitive fencer."
In his autobiography, The Living Sword,
Nadi makes numerous comments on film
duels. His scathing remarks are meant to set
the record straight as to the value and validity
of Hollywood swordsmanship.

Everyone's a critic ...
Since fencing is an art that is many
centuries old Nadi felt it was impossible for
someone who was not a great fencer to pretend
to be a great fencer. He found Jose Ferrer's
duel in C)'rano to be utterly silly and a far cry
from the legendary skill of Cyrano. After
seeing Gene Kelly's fencing as D' Artagnan in
The Three Musketeers, Nadi wondered how
Dumas_' bones could remain in his grave.
But for Nadi the duel to end all duels in
Scaramouche was the greatest travesty of all
on the art and science of fencing. He felt it was
an utterly ridiculous spectacle that crudely
offended one of the noblest arts and sciences in
the world. No duelist in his right mind would
ever consider fighting on such terrnin as the
top of orchestra seats, or being precariously
balanced in air or leaning out of boxes or
dangling from ropes while fencing.
His greatest outrage was directed toward
the monotonous and repetitious cutting of the
ropes on stage which held the scenery so that it
would fall on one's adversary defiles the
dignity of the sword by degrading it to an ax.
Men armed with swords use these weapons to
kill, not for dropping scenery on their
opponent. For Nadi these people had obviously
never heard of the traditions, glamour, glory
and dignity of the sword.

education. He encouraged producers to give
enough time in advance to rehearse the duel
with a competent teacher and that directors
should not intelfere with the fencing master's
work. Nadi believed that the director's ideas
concerning the duel should always be sifted
through the fencing master.

A masterwork on the foil
In 1943 Nadi wrote his fencing treatise,
On Fencing, which is considered a
masterwork on the art and science of the foil.
Not only is On Fencing a model of fencing
instruction, it is also an entertaining
swordsman's-eye-view of mankind. Besides
its wealth of technical and tactical advice, his
insights into the psychology of combat are
revealing and are helpful for the
actor/combatant.
"Fencing is the sport of gentlemen ... It is
the Fencing Master's strict moral duty
towards his artistic ancestors to see to it that
centuries-old traditions are respected,
honored, and enforced.''
Aldo Nadi, the guardian of this great
tradition, died in his sleep in his home in Los
Angeles in ] 965 at the age of 66.
People have paid up to one hundred
dollars for a copy of Nadi's fencing manual.
Out of print since World War II when its
copper plates were diverted to the
manufacture of munitions, On Fencing was
reprinted in 1994 by Laureate Press.
Aldo Nadi's autobiography, The Living
Sword, completed in 1955 but lost for nearly
40 years has been edited by Lance C. Lobo
and has also been published by Laureate
Press. It is a captivating look at fencing in the
20's and 30's in Europe and the United States.
Just as we labor over understanding
Marozzo or Silver today, some scholar four
hundred years from now will probably study
N adi to better understand the fencing style
prevalent in the early
20th (.;Cntury, before the
introduction of electrical
scoring. Here it is today
for our own edification
and enlightenment.

Aldo Nadi
demonstrates a lunge.
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Linda Mccollum is a past
editor of the ~ight Master, a
frequent contributor, and
serves as tl1e on-site
coordinator forthe l'-ISCW.
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Fencing training for actors

.•

Nadi advocated that all actors make
fencing as part of their permanent program of
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A SHAKESPEARE DIRECTOR'S PERSPECTIVE--

Fight direction
used to expose
character and theme
hakespeare
provides a
rich fund of
storytelling
moments
that illuminate the
text and enrich the
characters through
the medium of
stage combat.
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DR.KATHY
BIESINGER
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THE PERVASIVE SENSE OF CONFLICT FOUND
inherently in virtually all of Shakespeare's
works is clearly a "well" of resource material for
exhilarating as well as insightful fight direction.
Conflict is a key source in the bard's creation
of dynamic comic characters. Clearly defined
conflict sharpens the issues, whether political
or psychological in both history and tragedy.
Combat possibilities

When citing .great fight scenes from
Shakespeare, several come to mind where both
text and suhtext imply a wealth of combat
possibilities to the fight director. The "taming
scene" from Taming of the Shrew, for instance,
has only a few lines that actually describe the
nature and kii.d of the physicality inherent in the
"courtship" between Katharina and Petruchio.
There are a few phrases that suggest
physical conflict such as: "Come sit on me ... "
or "Why does the world report that Kah~ doth
limp?" and "I'll cuff you if you strike again."
But, the scene could be played with very little
actual.physical contact.
Because of the established tradition of
physicality in the scene, most directors find it
irresistible to go all out in "exploring" the
various implied elements of combat in the scene.
"Best beware my sting .. ," can harJly go
without the punctuation of some kind of attack.
When l first directed Shrew, I was surprised
at some of the inherent content and rich thematic
strains that were playing out vividly and
visually because of physical nature of the ~cenc.
The combat itself gave the characters a kind of
freedom to express themselves in the extreme.
l was simply surprised at how appropriate
and connected to the text the "non-verbal"
communication was. Seeing the potential to
expose character and thematic depth through
contact and combat has led me into an
exploration of what else could be done to
enhance the audience's understanding of the
rich Shakespearean content.

Phsyicallty on all levels
From. that time, I have made an effort to
study the use of physicality on all levels to help
expose the character, text and story. Clarity is
always a concern when dealing with classical
text. I had also been worldng for a number of
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years as a Shakespeare text coach, and I found
it increasingly useful to have the actors move in
order to free their deeper, suhconscious grasp
on the content. It seemed only appropriate that
every resource where the deeper meaning of
the text can be exposed must be explored.
When I watched the work of competent
fight directors, I was surprised by how much
"content" in terms of character development I
was getting from the actors. The "storytelling"
potential of fight direction became so obvious.
I found that the combat itself became a tool.
Combat as

a storytelling tool

Weaponry, with its complex system of
strategy and sldll really "did something" for the
actors as a vehicle for expression. I could see
who was the better strategizer, who was impulsive, who was technical and methodical.
I thought of how often I had seen directors
pay no attention to what the fight director was
doing .. , exhibiting a "they have their job, I
have mine" philosophy. I saw fight direction as
a powerful tool for a director, one that should
not be given away without incorporation into
the essential "meaning-maldng" structure of
the director's own work.

As You Like It
When directing As You Like It for Santa
Barbara City College some years ago, I wished
to clarify and visualize a certain thematic
element. I was impressed that this light-spirited
comedy had threads of profound meaning and
deeper themes, including "man's inhumanity to
man". The cruelty between family members in
the first act is often treated as just "exposition."
After all, its a comedy, anJ we wouldn't want
to mislead the audience.
The banishment of the Duke by his brother,
the physical abuse hetween brothers Oliver and
Orlando, Fredrick's jealousy and consequent
mistreatment of his niece, all had a potentially
explosive nature in lhe Lexl itself. I was asked to
set the play conlemporarily, which enhanced the
relevance of domestic violence. This particular
theatre department had a huge, elegant main
stage, but opted to relegate Shakespeare to the
actor's studio, Good. It gave me the intimacy I
desired to develop the subtle and intense conflict
that surfaces in only a few places textually.

The danger inherent in this play is set up in
the earlier wrestling scene where Orlando overthrows the usurping Duke's champion. These
are supposeJly men at play, but what falls out
of the friendly match for Orlando is the end of
life as he knows it. He is exiled.
The danger hclow the surface
becomes tangible, As director, I
felt that I would not do justice to
the text if the threat of violence,
cruelty, and inhumanity was not
clear. I began looking for places
where it could emerge.
I had several SAFD-trained
actors, including Sean O'Shea as Orlando, and
Ivan Pelly, who was trained and had experience
as a fight director. The danger in the "city" was
shown as tl1e wrestling scene degenerated to a
street fight, showing the violence in tl1e society.

force that dignifies their later kindness to those
that have wronged them. The forgiveness is all
the more profound. Text and visualization are
balanced so that the audience could be the
most effected by the power of the story.

_. Orlando ... fights off the thieves and helps his
"traitor" brother escape ... The play is about the
redeeming goodness of those who can forgive. ~

The threat of the woods

I talked at length to Ivan Pelly ahout the
kind of threat I wanted the "woods" to hold.
The forest of Arden is supposed to be a refuge.
Although it is a place of exile, it is also a place
of safety from the usurping duke's wrath. The
lead characters seem protected by the forest, as
the comedic line of courtship unfolds.
Interestingly, when an antagonistic character enters the forest, such as Orlando's brother,
Oliver, the hidden danger i8 manifest. Oliver is
attacked by wild animals. This isn't shown, but
reported, as Shakespeare often does. I wanted
the threat to be sudJen, visible and visceral.
Ivan and l devised an unwritten scene, stealing
lines from Orlando's "report" that would show
rather than tell abot1t the attack on Oliver.

A Midsummer Night's Dream
Later, I directed the first production of the
Santa Barbara Shalcespeare Festival - a highly
physical, highly expressive production of A
Midsummer Night's Dream.
Sean O'Shea and
Ivan Pelly
✓,--·-y'
were both
r"
,, '
involved
again.
We had
I
worked
together
\
before,
which helped, and
also shared a kinship
in our philosophy
about how
effectively

t

The attack on Oliver

We set the attack at night. One of the
banished duke's men appears; one that we've
come to trust. He distracts the searching Oliver.
Other bandits appear behind them. They signal
each other from behind the trees, and move in
as he seeks their help. A punch to the gut, then
repeated blows to the face, etc. show these
"merry men" of the banished Duke in another
light, crossing the expectation of the audience.
A pulled blade ends the attack, with Oliver
sustaining a thorough beating. The audience, at
this point, probably feels it is well deserved.
When Orlando enters, he fights off the
thieves and helps his "traitor" brother escape.
The twist in the story is immediately clear. The
play is about the redeeming goodness of those
who can forgive. Orlando does not return blow
for blow, but receives hlows for his brother's
sake, in a literal visualization of his "turn the
other cheek" philosophy.
The added fight sequence enables us to see
the subtext emerge. The potential danger of the
forest and of the society becomes a reality to the
audience, endowing these light-hearted comic
characters with a kind of courage and moral

,
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movement and combat could be used. We also
had the advantage of UniYernity of California
RFA students, trained in movement by James
Donlon, and in combat by Jane Ridley.

" The light-hearted love chase tunis to an
all-out bravvl, where the blatant superficiality
and vulnerability ... proves an effective
backdrop to later view the deeper issues.~
Lovers' quarrels.

The deep emotional
strength of Hamlet (Sean
O'Shea), right, prevails
in combat against the
better-skilled but
underhanded Laertes
(David Biesinger), left

The atmosphere that was created proved
exceptionally :fruitful, parlicularly in !he lovers'
"fight" sequence in Act ITT. The two couples,
Lysander and Demetrius, who have been once
friends and are now hostile rivals in Hermia's
love, have both been tricked by Oberon's "love
potion" into worship of the spurned Helena.
The light-hearted love chase turns to an
all-out brawl, where the blatant superficiality
and vulnerability (they arc sm:h easy targets
for the fairies' pranks) proves an effective
backdrop to later view the deeper issues of
what constitutes real love versus infatuation,
The scene, as directed, started with stumbles
and falls, showing to the audience right away
that the characters were not on stable footing
physically or emotionally. ft quickly progressed
into an all-out brawl, where all four characters,
as well as Oberon and Puck, \Vere in continuous
contact with someone else. There was heavy
combat as well, unarmed, and utilizing the
boys' Roman short swords. But, the combat
was carefully planned to be expressive of the
fickleness and extremities inherent in the rich
social commentary of the text.

One reviewer called the piece a "truly noholds barred produclion , .. Professional
wrestlers have nothing on these actors as they
leap, roll, pummel each other in a rollicldng
frolic." The poim is 11otjust energy for the fun
of it, but directing that energy to the purpose of
exposing what is deeper in the text

Heightening the "heroic" effect
Another power that Tfound stage combat
added to the dimension of the director's work is
perhaps more obvious. Combat has the power
to heighten the "heroic" effect of the play.
On the stage, in particular, the few become
symbolic of the many. Symbolism has a weight
and force with the audience. It is the force of
recognition. The heroic effect of combat Vlill
clearly be much ~tronger ifthe relevance of
thematic elements are drawn out.
For instance, the battle between MacDuff
and MacBeth symbolizes opposing forces,
political, tribal, personal, even universal in the
conflict of good and evil itself. It is an
awesome.responsibility for a director, and
likowise ,in awesome opportunity. Sha1.;:espearn
himself sought the most effective means to
reach the audience with the power of the story:

Can this cockpit hold the vasty fields of France?
(Henry V, I .i.)
Shakespeare hoped to provoke the
audience's imagination to the dimension that
he felt and envisioned. Today's director clearly
competes with the powerful film medium, ,
where audiences are mesmerized by the power
of conflict and even violence now made
possible. Editing techniques, make-up, and the
technical effects, make whatever could be done
on a stage, dwarf hy comparison. We live in a
society that has experienced as near as possible
a certain reality of physical
contact and conflict that has
been possible heretofore
only first hand .

Competing with film
Gregory Hoffman,
SAFD certified teacher, and
I were preparing to work on
the 1994 production of The
Lion in Winter for the Santa
Barbnra Shakespeare
Festival. I wanted the
audience, early on, to sense
the unsettling notion that
the fate of nations and the
future as we know it was
hanging on the shoulders of
these fiercely selfoh,
though powerfully unique
individuals. T wanted the
sense of violence to
compete with the power of
editing in film.

f
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As long as the combat revealed powerful
ideas in a realistic way to the audit:nct\ it
would never be gratuitous, but integral to the
meaning of the play. That is what could replace
the "effects" machinery of the film industry.
In as much as I could complete effectively
the journey of exploring and exposing the layers
of meaning and significance in the text, the
conflict would be moving, through the amplification of a well drawn, compelling "sccmu:io.''
The combat needed lo be ahsolutely believable,
but also to ring with symbolic resonance. The
forces would register in their intended power,
personally for the actors and symbolically in
the story. I was led to seek other non-traditional,
non-textual contexts in the production where
the element of combat could be used to lead up
to or amplify thf:l climactic conflicts.

Physicalizing conflict
I watched my actors early on, looked deep
info the text to find inherent conflict that could
be physicalized And exposed. This would be
easier with the a psychologically intense
production the quality of James Goldman's
The Lion in 'Winter.
I intended to demonstrate the explosive
filial tension between these three brothers (all
potential kings of Erigland). The bitingly witly
dialogue had an "edge" to it, and I wanted to
wake up the audience to the explosive situation
(who's to be King?) from the first scene.
Gregory assessed the abilities of SAFDrecognized David Morgan (John) and I van Pelly
(Geoffrey), and plotted a broadsword fight,
starting the action of the play priot to Act I,
scene J. Lines were stolen from Act I, scene 2
on thcir cntrance into the main hall:
Geoffrey:
John:
Geoffrey:
John:

Aflcr you ...
After you.,,.
No, after you ...
Alright, have it your way ... after me.

John's purposely imbecilic, inane pestering
of Geoffrey heightens to a competitive blow is
struck. Finding the conflict iiTesistible, Geoffrey
strikes back, John mocks him repeatedly,
hiding in and out of the castle archways and
finally chasing off stage.
The first lines between Henry and Alais
then begin amidst the clamoring. The brawling
John and Geoffrey blunder into the Act 1,
scene 1 dialogue between 1-lemy and Alais
repeatedly, swinging swords in a "bash and
miss" fashion. They shout out particularly
character revealing lines such as "Father
always liked me best," stolen out of later
scenes. Their last interruption ends in a faked
injury, where John flees to "Daddy'' Henry for
protection and sympathy.
Once Henry is gone, the "after me"
argument resumes between John and Geoffrey
predicting the futility of expecting resolution
of conflict between these characters.

Making characterization visual
Characterization became viwal in the
relationships, tactics, methods of each of the
boys. Richard Lionheart enters. Observing the
matched wit and menace between John and
Geoffrey, he stops the con11icl with a definitive,
"No, after me ... " knocking John to the floor, his
sword John's
throat. .John tricks
Richard into looking
away and escapes.
The cat-and-mouse
game has begun.

at

Combat storytelling:
Hamlet (Sean O'Shea)
and Hortaio (Justin
Bowler) in Act V.

Hamlet
ln last .season· s
SBSF production of
Hamlet, I worked with
Sean and I van once
more, with Gregory's
fight direction. I cast
SAFD"traincd actors
in al'! many roles as I
could. Laertes (David
lliesinger) had the all
attitude of a recldess
teen, I wanted to capitalize on his youth and
insecurity to increase
the danger around
Hamlet early on.
Gregory directed
a masterful final rapier and dagger fight that
maximized Hamlet's (Sean's) mature strength
and focus against young Laertes' "wild card"
recklessness and vanity about his sldll. I wanted
to teH that story thrnughout the play, rather than
just at the end, in the unmistakable terms that
combat can create, I e~tablished what Gregory
calls "vignettes", or scenes where combat can
be used to develop character in tl1eir journey
through the play.

" I established ... "vignettes" or scenes where
combat can be used to develop character in
their journey through the play.~
Act I, scene 2 opens at court.ladded a
short but aggressive rapier and dagger bout
featuring the ''ambassadors" who have lines
later in the scene. The fighters arc clearly trying
to impress. The sense of competition for
Claudius' attention and favor gives visual cues
about his popularity and hold on public opinion.
The contrast between the sleek young men that
Claudius surrounds himself with and the
melancholy, withdrawn Hamlet is clear.
The fight also establishes a precedent for
the later Hamlet /Laertes bout. We see betting
on the fight, showing the materialistic VAlucs
of Claudius' realm. The commission to travel
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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to Norway as ambassadors comes as a reward
for victory. The swordplayintroduces a sense
of physical danger into the play early on. The
superficial nature of the society is epitomized
in Laertes, whose showmanship far supersedes
his judgement. This is obviously a particular
interpretation of the text, but il serves as an
example of how profound an effect combat
choreography can have on the deeper thematic
development of the play and its meaning.

messenger, so Hamlet will have the advantage
of warming up. As Hamkt tests his skill on
Horatio, we sec his "readiness" for the conflict.
Hamlet tease!! the tedious Osric with his blade.
Sean found resourceful ways to humiliate and
surprise Osrk with his blade. The rapiers were
a tool of expression that also represented the
increasing danger. Hamlet's resentment is seen,
and his readiness to strike. Then the rapiers are
laid secretly with Laertes "poisoned"
weaponry. The rapiers never leave tho
stage during Act V.

"If a director is a storyteller, then Ifeel that this
aspect of story ... is one that I hope to tell with
added immediacy and eloquence.~
i

In Act II, scene 1, Laertes "picks a fight"
at the docks while saying his farewells to sister
Ophelia. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
shown arriving from their voyage, greeting
Ophelia as the scene opens. Laertes, in this
production shown as a younger brother, steals
Rosencrantz' sword and proceeds to demonstrate his sldll. The audience "gets it" that
Lacrtes is a hot-headed, impulsive show-off.

·,

:i
•,]

Painting a family portrait
The story of doting father and spoiled son
is revealed. Polonil.1s, superficially scolds his
wayward son for holding the ship's departure.
· Polonius shouts "Yet here Laertes? Aboard,
aboard, for shame ... " Those lines are taken out
of context and put at the top of the scene, so we
see Polonius excuse his son's folly. In contrast,
he will momentarily be seen as almost abusive
to Ophelia. The portrait of family relationships
is complete, amplified by the addition of Laertes'
heedless instigation of competitive violence;
Later, I wanted to increase the audience's
awareness of Hamlet's physical danger as he is
"packed off' to England. I added a scene
where we actually see the pirate ship attack
Hamlet's vessel as he is in route to England.
We see Hamlet manipulate the situation and
dupe Rosencrantz and Guildcnstern. A lot of
the ''reporting" lines can then be cut.

;I

I

:i
I
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Claudius' web
1n Act IV, scene 7, Claudius spins a careful
web around Laertes, enabling him to be caught
and destroyed by his own pride. Claudius pulls
Laertes' rapier from its sheath and examines it.
He strikes at Laertes, creating a mock-fight
with him, while Laertes is defenseless. This
demonstrates Claudius' skills and proves his
worthiness as a mentor in Laertcs life, but also
foreshadows Claudius' deadly intentions.
Laertes is defenseless against his sophistry.
In the final act of the play, the rapiers arc
on display through the "foreshadowing scenes"
before the actual conflict between Laertes. The
rapiers are smuggled in by Marcellus as the
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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Macbeth
I directed Macbeth for Actor's·
Repertory Theatre Ensemble in Utah,
one of my best experiences to date.
The long, fairly incompre-hensible
scene between Malcolm and MacDuff
in Act IV is often cut to pieces or just ignored.
I sat down with the fight director, D.C. Wright,
and worked ihrough the meaning in the text
and why it is essential to the story.
MacDuff here is extremely unstable, torn
by divided loyalties, not knowing whom to
trust. Malcolm has been accused of murdering
his father. the King. MacDufftests Malcolm's
loyalty and his guilt. Insightful Malcolm plays
to Mac Duff's doubts by portray-ing himself as
the darkest of characters. At the point of
despair, Malcolm restores Macduff's faith in
both himself and in the nation.
I set up a natural situation. Preparing for
battle, they practice with broadswords. As the
actors rehearsed the lines, and played out the
clarity of each moment's "tactics" and responses,
a natural choreography developed that was set
by D.C. Audiences could see MacDuff become
enraged, fru:c:trated, or despairing by how he
responded in combat "practice." The lines,
including the manipulative strategy of young
Malcolm, became much clearer. A wonderful
flow developed and a strong correlation
between text. emotion and physical response.

Fight direction as a tool
I respect fight direction and the great tool
that it is for the director. I trust and value the
casting of t1:ained fighters, particularly those
with SAFD recognition. T cast trained fighters
repeatedly. Eventually, T opted to study the full
course of SAFD training. Personally, it was
highly rewarding. I expuienced the character
responses, had to function "in their skin" under
the pressure of real weaponry.
If a director is a storyteller, then I feel that
this aspect of story, so prevalent in
Shakespeare's plays, is one that I hope to tell
with added immediacy and eloquence.
Through my own training, I gained a new vista
for exploring the resource-fulness of combat in
exposing chmacter and theme.

•••

Killer
applications
for Killer Ball
et that
big ball
.
movrng
and hone
tho s e
combat skills. It's
more Killer Ball!
BY
PAYSOM

BURT

KUDOS TO DALE GERARD AND J. DAVID
Brimmer for their article on the use of killer
ball in stage combat training! [Fight Master,
Fall 1995] I have found this game particularly
useful with my students at Temple University
in Philadelphia, and would like to share a few
other applications I use to develop specific
attributes in those students.

Physical audacity
I spend the entire first semester teaching
students to know their physical strengths and
limitations. The work is focused on adding to
their vocabulary of physical choices in any
given situation.
Many options require them to deal with
the ground in a fall, a partner, or obstacles
around them. Their job is to balance all of
these priorities for the moment at hand. Killer
ball is a wonderful arena in which they can
react spontaneously to a given situation, make
a strong physical choice and trust in their
technique to keep them safe.

" Killer Ball is a wondeiful arena in which
[the studentsJcan react spontaneously to
a given situation,· make a strong physical
choice and trust in their techique ... ~

the throw to their partner next to them, then do
a beautiful (and safe) break fall to the ground.

Focus
I ask the students to be actively involved
in every move of the ball. If the ball is thrown
to the person standing next to them, they are
there actively supporting their partner in case
they are needed. Tf the ball is thrown across the
circle, they are still involved with the catching
and throwing of it because in the next moment,
it might be thrown to them. They are
constantly moving, shifting from side to side
similar to a tennis player - sometimes facing
the partner right next to them to remain
involved in the play.
Whenever they are caught off guard (and
you can tell) it is a focus or weight shift
problem. If the ball is overthrown or the catch
is missed, the point is how that student deals
with the situation. Do they get flustered and
make the problem worse, or do they do the
next necessary thing quickly and efficiently
to keep the ball in play?
Balance and Feet

In conjunction with physical

Balancing the priority of their own and
their partner's safety, with the priorities of the
game using communication (both verbal and
non-verbal) is another major lesson l teach.
The exercise is for them to be constantly
reminding themselves that they are only
playing a game and it is not worth an injury in
order to win, which translates directly to the
illusions in stage combat. Making the
priority not to let the hall out of the circle
- stopping it and giving it to their
partner, giving up the shot for the good of
the entire group, if that is the only choice,
is one way of building the stakes for the
action. The result is that I see students
leaping high into the air on a difficult throw,
keep the ball in play, gently tapping it to give

audacity, we focus on the use
of constant energy output.
If the ball is thrown to
you, how can you
ca~ch and return lhe
throw using the
energy given to
you while

I

utilizing the
whole body
and, at tl1e

awareness eventually lead me to see
students catch the
ball, and in one
beautiful use of the
entire body, spin
lunge, and throw the ball
with surprising accuracy.
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Problems
like squatting to
reach for the baU
instead of stepping toward
the ball may be immediately and repeatedly
addressed during one session. Understanding
the usefulness of constant movement as
opposed to stagnant or dead movement is
reinforced in this game. If you are moving
from side to side and the ball is thrown to you,
whether you arc moving in the direction of the
ball or not, you are one step ahead of the ball
then if you had remained stagnant. If you are
double weighted, you must first become active
which rcqu.ires a decision, lhen a weight shift,
in order to travel towards the ball. However. iJ
you are shifting away from the ball, you are
already .;oiled and ready to react. lf you are
shifting toward the ball, you have an immense
amount of time to get to the catch.

i:

i

Ii,'
11
II

,,I

" ... growth has atways been constant and
in every class l have taught, l have been
treated to moments ofphysical brilliance,
both individually and as a group.~
Physical audacity
·i

•

I ask the students to move around on the
circle. If there are only four people on the
outside circle, they must move around in their
little slice of the pie in order to attain a good
angle for a throw or attack. If the ball is on the
other side of the circle, the student must know
that the ball is going to be coming to them next
and adjust their angle to facilitate the throw.
Meanwhile, the circle as a whole must
constantly adjust and cover any gaps that
may occur. Each throw is part
of the whole in terms of
setting up the two people
in the center for a hit.
If you have the ball
and are ready for a
throw, it is useless to
throw to the person
directly next to you
because that does not
change the angle enough
to set up a hit.
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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Understanding how a change in rhythm
affects not only the possibility of a tag, but the
rhythm of the outside circle is important. I
have seen the outside circle become so intent
on its own rhythm that it loses its objective and
I have literally been able to rest in the center
while the outside circle plays by itself.
The students must learn how to recognize
when they are becoming a slave to the group
rhythm instead of an integrated piece of a
focused and well-oiled machine. This
awareness is valuable for the students on the
· inside circle as well in order to modulate their
energy output for the situation at hand.

.

•••

Payson Burt is a certified teacher btlsed in Philadelphii:l.
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---------------------------------------------------------------BALL GAMES

Pric;>rities and parameters
Using these priorities and parameters with
my students allows tl1em lo enjoy an aerobic
exercise and work on specific attributes at the
same time. Their growth has always been
constant and in every class 1 have taughl, 1
have been treated lo moments of physical
brilliance both individually and as a group.
As a training device outside the
parameters of a specific stage illusion, Killer
Ball is the Best!

TING
EXERCISES
FOR ACTOR/COMBATANTS
TO
- -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ID THE INTEGRATION OF ACTING AND FIGHTING

- -

BY
J. DAVID
BRIMMER
and

DALE
ANTHONY
GIRARD

The previous column in the "Acting Tough"
series dealt with lhe game "Killer Ball." We
felt that this game was something many
members of the SAPD were presently using in
their classes and thought that clarifying information might be immediatdy applicable to their
classroom activity. Fur us, however, Killer
Ball is usually the end product of a series of
ball games used in the preliminary stages of
class work.
We use the
term "game" to
avoid the students
feeling that there
is any preddermined encl to the
exercise. Instead
of explaining, we
let the students explore. Part of the process of
these games is self-discovery. These games
allow the students to investigate fundamental
principals of stage combat without delving into
mechanics and technique.

--

-- --

Students need to be encouraged to play the
game, not analyze it. If they get an impulse
during the game, they should go with it. They
shouldn't worry about how it looks, if it fits, or
why the game is being played, they should feel
free to commit to that action. They need to
avoid censoring their responses, or planning
their actions ahead of time.
Participants should explore, explode,
expand, contract, take chances - simply, they
should just allow themselves to play the game!

'-Through the stages of these games the actor
will discover the art of learning froni their
actions instead ofJudging them. "

Making the step to physical acting
Physical readiness, focus, concentration,
eye contact, communication, partnering,
eye/hand coordination and so on are explored
within these games. They allow the actor to
make the step from analytical acting to
physical responsiveness.
Although these are games, they require
concentration and commitment. In the initial
-, stages of these (and other) theatre games some
actors tend to feel silly, tentative or judgmental.
That's all right, as long as they continue to
push their boundaries and move forward.

"What's this got to do with stage combat?"
There will be times during these games
where different students will get that "what has
this got to do with stage combat" look. When
this happens the immediacy of the game is
lost. The student is concerned about the
product rather than exploring the process.
If they think what they are doing is silly or
-. pointless, encourage them to delve into the
game and see if the activity will answer their
questions. In this situation Mr. Brimmer tells
his students to "take the judge and put them in
the witness box."

Through the stages of lhese games the actor
will discover the art of learning from their
actions instead of judging them.

Instead of telling - ask
In the process of the games, instead of telling the students what to expect, ask them what
they have experienced. By asking students what
they saw or felt instead of telling them what
they are expected to learn from the exercise the
process is more visceral and personal.
Personal discovery is a remarkable part of
the acting process. When rules and techniques
and textual information is forgotten, physical
memory is retained. Like the process of riding
a bike, a manual of fundamental skills is
usually less helpful than practical experience
and self discovery. Once you learn to ride a
bike -you never forget (although explaining
the process can prove difficult and confusing).
With this in mind, we feel that the practical
aspects of these games is to develop a personal
understanding of the common aspects of stage
combat in a way more apt for retention than
memorized verbal definitions.

Play Ball!
For the following ball games the same
type of ball is used as that described in Killer
Ball. All these games will be played in a circle,
although no one is in the center at this time.
The students should be a couple of feet apart
from shoulder to shoulder with everyone
facing into the center.
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Group Dynamics
The interaction of the group is important
in these games. Time should be allowed to
play the game, and for the group to discuss
what they found. They should be encouraged
to question .(not judge) everything they do.
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-' Time should be allowed to play the game,
and for the group to discuss what they
found. They should be encouraged to
question (not judge) everything they do . ..,
This teaches them a lot about themselves and
allows them to discover a great deal more than
can be painstakingly explained. It is important
for everyone to keep an open mind for
different people perceive different things. You,
along with the students, can learn a great deal
by hearing other people's responses.

THE NAME GAME
(a.lea. TOSS ABOUT)

This ball game is often used as an icebreaker at the beginning of a new class. In fact,
many of our first classes begin with this game.
After intmductions and a brief discussion concerning what stage combat is (a conversation
between characters when words fail and
emotions reign that requires a command of the
physical instrument and skills such as mime,
acrobatics, acrogymnastics and acted aggression
on the part of the actor) and is not (real
physical confrontation and conflict) everyone
is brought to their feet and told to form a circle.
Once everyone is "circled up" the ball is
introduced. At first the ball is simply passed
around the circle (either clockwise or counter
clockwise) from student to student until it
reaches its point of origin. After one or two
passes around the circle the students are
instructed to say their name as they receive the
ball and before they pass it on.

Breaking the ice

.•

If the students don't know one another,
this serves as a quick ice-breaker, introducing
everyone. If the students already know one
another you may find it useful to move on after
only a few passes of the ball. After a good
speed is established in announcing names and
passing the ball, students can begin tossing the
ball across the circle, still saying their names
before throwing the ball.
After a few minutes of tossing about the
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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ball, you will usually find the first signs of
questioning the reason for this game. At this
point the game should change to the "name
game." Now the students must say the name of
the person to whom they are throwing the ball.
The light bulb goes on and they say, "Oh, I get
it, I'm supposed to he paying attention to thk"
Without stressing the fact, they have learned
the necessity for focus and concentration.
As the students begin the name game,
invariably someone will stare at one person
and then say and throw the ball to someone
else, with the express purpose of "faking them
out." Let this happen a few times, and then use
their choice as a springboard for discussion.
Once the students experience miscommunication they develop a better understanding of
its necessity. Because the game ( and stage
combat) is not competitive there is no reason
to surprise or fake out one's partner (we use
the term partner rather than opponent).
The example also shows students the need
to pay attention, observing all the clements of
the action because new information can
surface at any time. This is usually a good time
to introduce the concept of eye contact and
connecting with a partner over distances.

MIME BALL
Although "mime" seems to be a dirty
word in many actor's vocabulary, pantomime
is still a large part of the acting craft. The
illusionary art of making what is unreal real
and the invisible visible is used in varying
degrees by all actors and is an integral part of
stage combat.
The idea here is to set aside the real,
visible ball and continue playing the name
game throwing a "mimed" ball. As before, let
the actor's play the game before inte1jecting
specifics about the exercise. Invariably the ba!l
will change size and weight, and take varying
amounts of time to travel across the circle,
from instantaneous materialization to extreme
slow motion. Also at this stage the ball will
gcneralJy travel on a uniform path.

Stopping for discussion
After the mime ball has made the rounds,
and all of the students have had a chance to
pass and receive the ball, the game can be
stopped for discussion. Ask first what they
observed, you will find that many of the
problems and inconsistencies were noted by
the students. To further explore their
comments it is often good to go back to the
real ball to demonstrate variety and what the
ball, and the players actually do in the process
of being passed across the circle. This shows

the actor that we do a variety of activities
without understanding what or how these
things are done. The creation of a reality
through the use of information and
imagination. lf the students did not already
bring the matter up, this is also a great place to
discuss general physics.
,

responding lruthfully to the task, the idea of
throwing the shot-put at their classmates has a
powerful effect. Usual reactions to this request
range from disbelief to rejecting the idea.

Transforming the mime ball

reactions. For their response says something
ahout their character and their morals. How
they react to the idea of violence being
unwittingly thrust upon them is both a great
learning tool, and a hindrance to the overall
process of the game.
First, their reactions tell them something
about how some characters might react in a
violent situation, usually with hesitation, denial
or fear. This is good information to use a later
dates when exploring certain characters in
violent or confrontational situations.

The next step - and it is a big one - is to
transform the mime ball into a lead shot-put
weighing 10-12 pounds (6-7 kilos) and
continue playing the name game, throwing it
across the circle. The discussion from the
previous round of mime ball can be carried
into this portion of the game.
It is important for the student Lo play the
game with an objective eye. They need to play
being aware of what was learned earlier and
what they already know about heavy objects
and weight in motion. It is iinportant to stress
spontaneity. Students should be encouraged to
take what their partners give to them and
respond in the moment rather than preplanning
an action or activity.
During these rounds students can discuss
how the addition of weight raises the stakes
and/or the investment in the activity. Comments
can range from what the shot-put makes them
do, believability, the cost of catching it, use of
effort. use of sound, and the difference of
reacting from the gut instead of from the head.
It is important that the students speak as
observers, not as judges. Here they should
identify specifics and analyze what works and
what does not. This tones the student to be
more precise, so instead of saying "that·
sucked" they can say "the ball changed size,
weight, moved too quickly, etc,"

THE PAIN GAME
The final stage of these ball games is the
"pain game".* Here the stakes are again raised
and the mimed process of the, preceding games
is taken to another level. The mimed shot-put
is still tossed about the circle in the manner of
the name game, only now the shot-put is throw
at the person whose name is called, not to
them, Upon making this statement you will
generally find a variety of reactions.
The decision to change from tossing the
shot-put lo throwing it at someone needs lo be
made once the students have fallen into
believing in the mimed shot-put. Once they arc
focused on the previous game, and are

Preliminary reactions
Before actually playing the "pain game," it

is important to discuss studenls' preliminary

'-How [studentsJreact to the idea of violence
being unwittingly thrust upon them is both
a great learning tool and a hindrance to the
overall process of the game. ~
Secondly, however, their reaction is also
impeding to the process of the game. By
applying personal morals or perspeclives to the
actions and reactions of the pain game, the
students limit their scope of experience. They
judge the game rather than witnessing all its,
possibilities.
Every character is the result of their
history and the energy of their dreams and
cannot be forced into the existing structure of
the actor. The character's past fueled by their
personal goals is vvhat makes each character
different and distinct.
A warrior King, an Italian duelist, a royal
prince all believe in specific things. They hold
themselves differently, walk, talk, think, arm
. themselves, fight differently and respond to
violence in wholly different ways. Their life
experiences, education, physical mannerisms,
morals, and beliefs are completely different.

"Embrace the game"
It is important for the students to release
themselves and simply play the game. As Mr.
Girard says to his students, "embrace the
game, don't brace yourself for it."

* It is important to note that lhese games are intended to be done in a series, one following the olher. Infact, Mr. Brimmer
refers to the entire series as the Pain Exercise, not just the final game. This is done because the Pain Exercise does not
seem to provide the same enlightenment to the actor when introduced separately. The games are listed separately herein
because they can be returned to throughout the class process as a warm-up or specific exercise .
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Setting down the rules
Before beginning the first round, it is
important to set down the rules of the game.
Without stating expectations, it should be
made clear that the students must stiH call their
partner's name and establish eye c01itacl prior
to tossing the 8hot-put.
Once eye contact is established, the
student throwing the ball should indicate with
their eyes the Largct on their partner's body
(specific ohjective) at which they will throw
the shot-put.

'-Everyone should be encouraged to take
risks - not with safety issues, but vvith
their emotional and physical commitment.~
The recipient of the action must try to read
the intent of their partner and take the ''hit"
accordingly. The shot-put can no longer be
caught, nor can it be deflected. It must be
alloweu to strike .the body and the recipient
must play out lhe physical reaction that
follows. With these simple rnles established
the students should play a round. Everyone
should be encouraged to take risks - not with
safety issues but with their emotional and
physical commitment.
Usually during the first round someone
will avoid the reaction by stepping out of the
shot-puts ,vay. This ha good place Lo stop and
discuss what the student8 have observed. The
work will generally be tentative, censored wilh
more acting than reacting.

Going for the gut reaction
Tn the case of the student stepping out of
the way of the ball, this offers an opporlllnity
to show the difference between a mental
choice and a gut reaction (visceral response).
The evasion, and many of the other
"responses" played in the first round are preplanned and often disconnected from the ac!ion
and intention of the student who is throwing
the ball. Avoiding the shot-put is a smart idea,
but Lhe cxcrcbe i:,, to be hit with the :,hot-put
and react to that impact.
A good example to hring up is ~tuhbing a
toe or getting a paper cut. These examples are
helpful because most students have experienced
these types of injuries. In both cases reaction to
the injury is immediate and uncontrolled. The
vocal and physical reaction is spontaneous and
devoid of any conscious process of thought.
You don't think about hopping around and

'

'!

l,,:i
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I
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howling--thc body just reacts - it talces the
brain a good 10~30 seconds to catch up and
then decide to examine the wound and gain
some .composure. The observations of the
students .,;oupled wiU1 these examples lead
back into the game.

Letting intensity build
Each round that follows the first becomes
more focused and more intent. Physical
reactions become more specific, physical
degeneration is mor1o apparent and the game
becomes slower and tension is built in the
waiting rather than in the doing. Students stay
with and explore the pain rather than springing
back to "hurt" someone else.
In one of the laler rounds there is usually
an example of a reaction that is a particularly
lmthful, powerful, visceral experience. Here
the game should end and the students should
discuss the reaction, their observations and
experiences within the game. By showing them
someone "in the moment" they can see the
difference hetween intellecwal choices and
visceral rnsponscs.
In one instance. a student stmck in the
chest with the shot-put reacted appropriately
with the upper body, and at the same time their
left foot began twitching and tapping the lloor.
The mind would not necessarily think of that
action as part of a response to being struck in
the chest, but the body reacts naturally and can
supply an iniinit.:, variety of sounds, breath
changes and physical responses. The key in
playing these games is for the student to center
themselves - not censor.

Blowing off steam at the conclusion
After exploring the aspects of the ·'pain
game," we usually let everyone blow off steam
with a rousing game of killer ball. Hern, as in
the preceding games, we merely establish the
rules and iet the students play. Only after the
game do we Jiscuss the m.:,rits of the game and
its application to the dramatic process. Nothing
opens the students eyes wider than self
realization- and nothing stays with us longer
than those things we discover and come to
understand on our own accord,

•••

J. David Brirnmer is an S/\FD certified teacher based in

New York City, He teaches stage combat at New York
University.

Dale Anthony Girard is a fight masler a11d teaches slage
combat at Yale Urnversitv.

Op1n1om; l~_xp1,·:ssed in" Ifie

Pen and the Sword" are those of
the 1cvie'v\-::·· ancl ·nay riot reilcct
the opinlon of the Society of

American figlit rnrectors,
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Edited by fencers

FENCING AND THE MASTER

by Laszlo Szabo

Budapest: Franklin Printing House, 1982, (ISBN 963-13- 127 5-5) Translated by Gyula
Gulyas; 290 pages of text. Short
bibliography; 120 b&w line drawing
Illustrations, Hard cover.

FENCING AND THE MASTER IS THE
collection of over 50 years of teaching
experien~e by Hungarian Fencing Master
Laszlo Szabo. 1
Unlike most manuscripts concerning the
sport of fencing, Maestro Szabo' s text is not a
technical manual on the m.:,chanical execution
and proscribed technique of foil, cpee and
sabre. Although mechanic8, technique and
proper execution are all goals of the text, it is a
tool for the tencing instructor, not the student.
In the ForeworJ, written by the former
president of the Canadian Fencing Maf.ters'
Academy, Pencing Master Stephen Vamos, the
text is described as a tool designed " ... to give
direct pedagogical assistance to instructors on
how to provide a solid grounding for their students as a precondition of future proficiency."
Maestro Szabo has certainly met his goal.
Within 290 pages of text, Maestro Szabo
effectively teaches the teacher practical
methods for overcoming both simple and
complex problems as well as correcting faults
while developing a :,ensc of di:,tance, timing
and rhytl1m in a variety of students.
The chapters, or sections of the text, are
broken down into specific topical categories
that serv1o almost as much as an index as a table
of contents. With thirteen categories in all,
information covered includes Approaches
to Instruction, Methods and Procedures
Employed in Instruction, Qualities Necessary
for Fencing and their Development, The
Evolving of Technique and its Instruction, The
Keeping of Distance, Hand Techniques, "MasterPupif' instruction, and Individual Lessons.
Techniques and exercises
Below each of these category headings,
specific techniques and exercises for that topic
are listed. The Table of Contents is thus very
helpful because it is a finger-tip reference guide
to specifics, ,s;teering the reader to certain page
numbers for specific techniques thus making
location and relocation of information easy.

Althoµgh translated from Hungarian, the
Lcxt reads quite well. Perhaps this is because it
wa8 edited hy fencers rather than linguists, or
perhaps it is because the text itself was so well
written. In either case, the language of the book
is easy to follow and U1e author's meaning is
seldom muddied by too few or too many words.
The reader, however, should have a good
working knowledge of competitive fencing and
fencing terms. As the text is written for the
competitive fencing rnastcr, it a~sumcs a strong
knowledge in the art and practice of competitive
swordplay: foil, epee and sabre. Thus, there is
little or no explanation of common fencing
terms. Maestro Szabo docs, however, take time
to explain and define any new terms used in the
manuscript. Each section offers a few"teaching''
terms which give the reader an extended
vocabu1ary in the instruction of fencing,

The individuality of the student
Although each section deals with a specific
aspect, technique or difficulty in the development of a fencer, Maestro Szaho never seems
to lose sight of the individuality of the student.
He constantly reminds the reader not to force
the student into the rigid confines or the mold
of a fencer, but to take into account each
student's physical attributes and limitations
and teach them accordingly. He tells the reader
to teach with patience and responsibility, not
only the talented, but the less skillful as well.

The problems of group instruction
The text deals first and foremost with the
problems of group instruction. Maeslro Szabo
offers the reader a number of exerci~es and
problem solving techniques that will not only
correct faults uuring instruction, but, as an
individual activity, could help correct the
student's faults in later practice. He offers
examples of instruction by demonstration and
explanation in order to obtain certain objectives
while giving the appropriate assistance to the
student. These techniques arc quite simp1e to
put into practice, logical and practical both for
fencing instructors and teachers of stage combat.

Illustrations of the techniques
This comprehern,ive text is further
supported by a variety of distinct illustrations.
The line drawings do a wonderfuljoh detailing

1 The oiigin,11 title was/\ viv,1s es oktat,1sa. The tf'.Xt w1s translatPd from H11ngarian into English by Gvula Gulyfo and

revised by John Harvie and Stephen E Vamos,
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the information and techniques presented in the
text. In all 120 illustrations care is taken to
insure proper placement of the body, from the
attitude of the hend to the angle of the torso
and placement of the legs and feet.
Illustrations depict different angles and
stages of the same technique for reader clarity.
Some illustrations depict techniques in a frame
by frame format. These steps are taken in order
to avoid errors in interpretation. Maestro Szabo
docs a wonderful job of illustrating a text on
movement in a static. two-dimensional medium.

1·,:

I'

-'Fora text written for the competitive fencing
instructo,; Fencing and the Master also proves
a grand tool for the teacher of stage conibat. ~
A grand tool for stage combat
For a text written for the competitive
fencing instructor, Fencing and the Master also
proves a grancl tool for the teacher of stage
combat. Many techniques taught in this text I
learned when fencing in college and have since
applied to stage combat with favorable results.
These techniques, along with so many others
for organizing a class ancl helping effectively
train and educate students are readily available
in this text. With only the simplest alterations
many of these techniques can be effectively
applied to theatrical fencing.
There is no such book on our craft, and
this one is so closely allied with the goals of
the stage combatant that it is presently the best
source on fundamental teaching techniques in
our field. There are problems with treating
competitive fencing as stage combat but the
goal of Maestro Szabo's text, to supply direct
educational assistance to instructors on how to
provide students with a solid foundation of
skills, is the same goal .as that of the instrnctor
of stage combat. This text provides that
information and meets that goal.

A COMPLETE BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF FENCING & DUELLING
by Carl A. Thimm

London, 1896. 6 pages of Preface (vii-xii); 388 pages
of bibliography; 93 itemized pages of bibliographical
Index; 99 pages of "Notes on Duelling, Fencing, and
the Sword, culled from the Press during the past few
Years"; and 4 pages of Index for "Notes." 34 illustrations
(reproductions of plates and engravings); hard cover.
-

[reprinted, Bronx, New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1968.
(Ayer Co. Publishers, Inc. ISBN 0-405-09028-5) $30.00]*

-

[reprinted, James Cummins; Bookseller, 1992.
ISBN 1-882860-02-0 $75.00]*

MR. CARL A. TI-IIMM IS ONE OF THE NINETEENTH
century'" leading authorities on tht:: history of
fencing. A contemporary and colleagLle of
Capt::iin Alfred Hutton and Mr. Egerton Castle,
he was an avid fencer and scholar. He wrote
several textl> and magazine articles concerning
the history and practice of fencing and dueling. 1
In 1889. Mr. Thimm, along with Mr. Castle,
published the preliminary of this work as an
appendix to Fencing, Boxing and Wrestling, a
volume of the Badminton Library of Sports and
Pastimes. 2 This appendix became the foundation for the bibliography in Mr. Castle's
Schools and Masters of Fence. As Mr. Castle
moved forward in his reading and rescarch to
develop his text, Mr Thimm did likewise.

Expanding to full bibliography
In ] 89 J he expanded the appendix into a
full bibliographical work on the art of fencing.
A Complete Bibliography of the Art of Fence,
was published in English and translated into
both French ancl German. This text met with
such widespread enthusiasm that many readers
provided Mr. Thimm with due praise, offering
corrections and additio11s. This information,
along: with further research, was applied to the
text, leading to the publication of A Complete
Bibliography of Fencing and Due/ling, in 1896.
Mr. Thimm's A Complete Biblio3raphy of
Fencing and Duelling was "intended as a work
of reference for all interested in fencing and
duelling,'' and it certainly hits its mark.
[preface p. x] In the roughly 100 years since
the bibliography was compiled, there has been
no publication so organized and complete
concerning the subject of fencing and dueling.
The bibliography is an impressive collection of
names, dates, and authors of primary sources
on the subject ofsword play and the development of the science of fence.

Defining "the subject of Fence"
To Thimm, the science of fence, and this
bibliography, is not just limited to swordplay.
He believes that "the subject of Fence embraces
all works relating to the art of offence and
defence with all weapons held in the hands, for
the science of arms should include the use of
all non-ballistic weapons, from foil to bayonet,
and from dagger to battleaxe." [preface p. x]
This bibliography does just that.
Thimm' s work is not, however, just a list
of early texts and manuscripts - it is a critical
bibliography of all known articles, treatises,
and texts, published or in manuscript, in all
European languages and countries. The texts
are listed alphabetically by author (or title when
no author is credited) and further supported by

a thorough, comprehensive index. The index is
divided by subject (including: Armes et Armures,
Back Sword, Bayonet, Broadsword, Buckler,
Cutlass, Dagger, Duelling, Falchon, Lance, Pike,
Pistol, Quarter-Staff, Rapier, Sabre, Single-Stick
and Small Sword) and arranged by language and
listed in chronological order. This is of interest
for those concerned with reference and research
under specific topics. countries or periods.
Previous to Thimm, bibliographies concerning fence anJ dueling seem to have been
incomplete, specific to the nationality of the
author, or were based on information gathered
from secondary sources. This made the elates,
titles, and/or locations of the listed manuscripts
faulty or incorrect. A great deal of information
provided in these earlier bibliographies was
not cross-referenced or confirmed, thus bibliographical information could not be u·usled.
Thimm, on the other hand, corrected and
verified his information with the originals and,
whenever possible, listed where the old and
rare volumes are to be found.

Personal comments and reviews
Along with the standard information of
author, title, publisher and date, Thimm provides
his reader with personal comments and reviews
for some of the texts. Many of these are brief
notes, just a sentence in length, while others
are quotes from the likes of Egerton Castle.
These commentaries are mostly listed with the
more common treatises, but they provide the
reader with a fundamental understanding of the
role the author played in the evolution of the
science or the general topic of the text.

A reference tool for student and master
The bibliography is by no means meant
for casual reading. It is a reference tool for the
student and master interested in locating
historical manuscripts. But, there is more to
Thimm's work than lists of out of print texts.
Included with his extensive bibliography and
index is a collection of newspaper and magazine articles concerning fencing and dueling.
"In strict justice of the subject," says Thimm
in his Preface, "a bibliographer is bound to
chronicle all 'poems, pamphlets, or sermons,'
and other such works, be they written for or
against duelling," and he has done just that.
[Preface p. xi ] He included all accounts of duels
and dueling which appeared in The Times from
1831-1895, along with many articles from a
variety of other publications. Unlike the bibliographical portion of the text, one can sit down
and read these articles. Many are fascinating,
and provide a quick overview of the different
philosophies towards fencing and dueling.

'prices via Books in Print 1993,94. New Jersey: R.R. Bower, 1992. (Vol. IV).

.•

• Egerton Castle's Schools and Masters of Fence. reviewed "The Pe~ and The Sword" The F15hl /vlaster. Fall 1990, Vol. XIII #3, p. 40·41
Capt. Alfred Hutton's Old Sword-Play. reviewed "The Pen and The Sword" The Flsht Master. Spring 1993, Vol. XVI #1, p. 41 ·42
The Sword and the Centuries. reviewed "The Pen and The Sword" The Fight Master. Spring 1992,.Vo XIV #1, p. 45
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Articles relating to theatrical swordplay
For the stage combatant, it is interesting to
note that along with these articles on dul:lling,
there arc several articles relating Lo theatrical
swordplay. 3 All of these clippings are carefully
noted, and listed in chronological order with
the name of the publications listed at the top of
the article. Each clipping is noted in a separate
index, listed by title in the order they appear in
the text. This, like the index of the bibliography,
is helpful to the reader and researcher, although
sometimes Litle:; of the articles are misleading.
Within the 538 pages of Thimm's tome,
are 34 illustrations, a collection of portraits of
certain leading masters from various centuries
with select diagrams from several treatises. As
a text concerning written records of fencing and
dueling, there are more pictures of authors then
illustrations from their manuscripts. I found it
of interest to see what Capo Ferro, Di Grassi
and Fabris as well as Castle, Capt. Hutton and
even Mr. Thimrn actually looked like.

-' If you are looking for a reliable and extensively
researched referenee guide ... there is nothin:g
else available that even comes close ... "
A Complete Bibliography of Fencing and
Duelling is an excellent reference tool for the
historical student and for the theatrical
combatant interested in researching a particular
master, period or weapon style. There is no
other reference source available that accurately
lists all known material concerning fencing
and dueling, in and out of print, from the late
fifteenth century up through the end of the
nineteenth century.

Getting your personal copy
Presently, there are two copies of this text
available in print. Both copies are complete,
unabridged facsimiles of Thimm' s original
1896 text. Both are hard bound with clear,
legible print and as far as I can tell, there is no
difference in the publications other than price.
The 1968 editions are probably warehouse
remainders - but they're $45.00 less than the
1992 edition. If you are interested in owning a
copy, I recommend buying the '68 edition
soon, as there probably aren't many copies left.
If you are looking for a reliable and
extensively researched reference guide to
period manuscripts on fencing and dueling,
there is nothing else available that even comes
close to Thimm's bibliography.

• ••

2

Badminton Libra1y, Fencing. Boxing, Wrestling 3rd Ed. London: Longmans. Green. and Co., 1893

3

Article relati11g to theatrical swordplay. A Fatal Stage Duel - 463; Combats on Stage -464. The Combats in Romeo and Juliet-534.
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PROFICIENCY
SKILLS TEST
THROUGHOUT

JANUARY1 1995
Louisville, KY

Video

Date: January 19, 1995
Instructor: I(, Jennry Jones
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher

Drew Dicostanzo
Christopher Boehlman

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

Aaron Anderson
Tony Pescalli

Rapier & Dagger, Unmmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

Mike Polak
Brooke Behmke
Jesica Raab
l<ellyn Wolke
Virginia Queen
Andrew Heffernan
Tyler Hayes Stilwell
Keegan-Michael l<ey

Date: August 16, 1995
Instructor: Cl1arles Conwell
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth

Date: July 27, 1995
Instructor: Brent Gibbs
Adjudicator: David Woolley

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed,

recommended

as

Carol Van Baale

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS

Mark Maier

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed,

recommended

THE COUNTRY

Penn State University
Date: November 8, 1995
Instructor: Jane Ridley
Adjudicator: J, Allen Suddeth

Video

JULY
Tecumseh! (Ohio)

Tony London

NOVEMBER

Date: August 16, 1995
Instructor: Gregory Hoffman
Adjudicator: Erik Fredericksen

recommended

05

Claire Engel
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Damian Ernest
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Don Gruel
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Demetrius Thomas
Rapler & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Michael Lembke
Rapier 3 Da3ger, Unarmed, as
Tim Angevine
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Randolph Messersmith
R& D, UA, QS
Raymond Speakman
R& D, UA, OS
Camela l<raemer
R& D, UA, QS
Michael Mayhall R& D, UA, QS
Aaron Moreland R& D, UA, QS
Brian S.Norman R& D, UA, OS
Brian Fardo R& D, UA, as
Lori J. Hunt R& D, UA, QS

Suzanne Case (Recert.)
Christine Cowin (Recert,)

Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS

Date: August 20, 1995
Instructor; Paul Dennhardt
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher

Jenny Johnson
Sam Reading
David Frydr;chowski
Hector Fernandez
Jacob Thomas
Aaron Glickman
Anthony Soucek
James Freund
Gregg Lloyd
Chris Rose
Marc Uby
Jean Kerr
Otis Cook
David Hopkins
Jessie Robins
Robert Durham

Susan McCain (recert)

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rcpie1 & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rcipier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarm1cd, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarrnc:d, BS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmr:d, RS
Unarmed, BS
Unarmed, BS

University of Iowa

Utah Shakespeare Festival

Amy Clites
Ian Bedford
Shad Ramsey

Rapier&Dagger, Unarmed, s&s
Rapier&Dagger, Una1med1 S&S
Rapier&Dagger, Unarmed, S&S

Date: August 29, 1995
Instructor: Colleen l<elly
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher

.•
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BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

Amy Andersen

R& D, Unarmed, BS, QS

Teel Sharon

R& D, Unarmed, BS, QS

recommended

JUNE
Video
Date: June 1, 1996
Instructor: David "Pops" Doersch
Adjudicator: Richard Raether

Bruce Lecure (recert.) Rapier/ Dagger, Unarmed
Mall Richardson (recert,) Rapier, Dagger, Unarmed

University of Iowa
Date: June 23, 1996
Instructor: Brian Byrnes
Adjudicator: Richard Raether

Christina Marty
Kimberly Versteeg
Estli11 Feigley
Stephen Thorne

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

UA, QS
UA, QS
UA, QS
UA, OS

Dato Bakhtadze
John Pszyk
Angela Brazil
Christi l<athol
Philip Lynch

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagge1 1
Rapier & Dagger,

UA, QS
UA, QS
UA, OS
UA, QS
UA, QS

Donald McClure
Lad Brown
Sean Williams
Michael Grecco
R Sky Palkowitz
Cinnamon Schultz

Rapier & Dagger, UA,
Rapier & Dagger, UA,
Rapier & Dagger, UA,
Rapier & Dagger, Ut\
Rapier & Dagger, UA,
Rapier & Dagger, UA,

Jack Lynch

Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS

recommended

Broadsword
Rapier/ Dagger, Unarmed
Rapier/ Dagger, Unarmed
Rapier/ Dagger, Unarmed

Wesley J. Brnulik
Greg E. l<ilberger
Lori J. Lethcoe
Cadry S. Nelson
Mateo Salazar
Molly J. Neylan

Rapier & Dagger, U/\ QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, OS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS

QS
QS
OS
QS
OS
QS

The Rough House (Chicago)
Date: December 18, 1995
Instructor: Stephen Gray
,t-.djudlcator: David Woolley

OCTOBER
New York City

Isabel Liss
Martin Kappel
Richard Gilbert
William Tellmann

Date: October 9, 1995
Instructor: Jamie Cheatham, Tim Brown, Gregg Rochman
Adjudicator: David Leong

John Stockinger
Jason Baad
Jenny-Wren Sanders
Michelle Heisler
James Cairl
ManoloMarlinez

Date: January 28, 1996
Instructor: Gregory Hoffman
Adjudicator: Erll< Fredrici<sen

recommended

Lou Bird (Recert & addins) R& D, Unarmed, BS, OS
Monica Russell (adding)
R:i D, Unarmed, BS, QS

Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,

BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

recommended

Video

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier r Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

Rapier & '.Jagger, U/\ QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, OS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Ropier & Dagge1 1 UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS

Date: December 15, 1995
Instructor: Brian Byrnes
Adjudicator: David Woolley

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed

UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,

recommended

Date: December 3, 1995
Instructor: Chuck Coyle
Adjudicator: Richard Raether

Brenda E, Kelley
David Schmidt
Meredith Patt
Julie Lockhart
Andrea Blumberg
Chri:;tian Carranza
Nolan Haims

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapie1 & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

Video

Markus Langhans (add)
Joe Price (recert.)
Kimberly Lenz (recert,)
Emilt Taggart (recert.)

Northwestern University

Date: August 27, 1995
Instructor: Chris Villa
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher

Jim Ridge (recert)
Alex Daye
Ian Erikmorris
Phillip Daye
Sergio Yanes
Paul Vieira
Joseph Costello
Edward Joserh Yriunes

[35
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

DECEMBER

Date: August 22, 1995
Instructor: Colleen Kelly
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher

Date: August 9, 1995
Instructor: David Doersch
Adjudicator; David Leong

UA,
UA,
UA,
U/\
UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,

Ft. Harrod Productions

Video

AUGUST
Florida Academy of Stage Combat & Stunts

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagge1,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

James Gree1·1
Sarah Losey
Donald Preston
Tasha Hardy
Greg Marchand
Dawn Reed

Rnpier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapie1 & Dagger,

Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS

Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS
Rapier & Dagger, lJA, QS

JANUARY, 1996
En Garde (Minneapolis)
Date: January 81 1996
Instructor: Michael Anderson
Adjudicator: David Woolley

--
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SAFD OFFIC~RS

President
Drew Fracher
Abiding Grace Farm
780 8ushtow11 Rood
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
(606) 366-55-19
vern10tl1@aol.com
Vice President
Colleen l<elly
University of Virginia
Drama Dept.
Culbreth Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 924 8963
Secretary
Mark Olsen
... Dept ofTheater Arts
103 Arts Building
Penn Stale Universily
University Park, PA
16802-2900
(713) 743-2915
Treasurer
Mark "Rat' Guinn
Louisiana Tech. U.
P.O. Box 8608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930
Madog Rat@uol.com

FIGHT MASTE'.RS
John Robert Beardsley
do Inga-Live Kippersund
Soberget S. 2313
Tangen, Norway
(47) 625-82028
David Boushey
2723 Saratoga Lane
Everett, WA 98203
(206) 290-9973

Drew Fracher
780 Bushtow11 Road
Harrodsburg, KY. 40330
(606) 366-5549
vern10th.aol.com
Eril~ Fredricksen
1425 Texlile Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
(313) 944-0116
Dale Girard
10-01 47th Road
Long lsla11d City, NY 11101
(718) 784-7027
103007.3673@
compuserve,com
David Leong
51 Lincoln Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217
(718) 638-3660
Richard Raet11er
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
(815) 962-6579
MERaether@aol.com
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J. Allen Suddeth
'131 Linden Avenue
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
(201) 748-5697
Christopher VIiia
216 N. Aladdin Drive
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 856-6614
David Woolley
2025 W. Shakespeare #2
Chicago, IL 60647
( 312) 489-6484
Fight Master Emeritus
J.D. Martinez
P.O. Box 1053
Lexington, VA 2'1450
(703) 463-8005

REGIONAL REPS •
Alabama
James Brown
2001 W. Fairview Ave.
MoI1tgomery1 AL
36108-'1199
(205) 262-3396
Alaska
Michael Hood
1942 N. Salem
Anchomge, 1\K 90058
( 907) 562-404 7
Ariz.ona
Brent Gibbs
710 East Fifth Street
Tuscon, AZ. 85719
(602) 622-2143
California (northern)
Larry Henderson
750 Rand AVe. #4
Oakl,md, CA 94610
(510) 444-2949
California (southern)
John Casi 1ma11
7435 Shadyglade Ave.
N. Hollywood, CA 91605
(818) 982-4450
Colorado
Tirnothy Tait
1647 Clarkson #3
Denver, CO 80218
(303) 830-7916

Georgia
Scot Mann
655 Highland Avr>.. NE #7C
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 523-6623
Montano@ix.netcom.com-

Hawaii
Gregory Hoffrrnn
774-Mays Blvd. #10
lncli11e Village, NV 89,151
(702) 831-7448
Illinois
Stephen Gray
1206 W, Webster Ave.
Chicago, IL 6061,1
(312) 404-7972
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Indiana f Kentucky
Susan Evistan
1102 Caribou Way Apt. 3
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 339-1699
Iowa
Brian Byrnes
1131 Kirkwood Court
Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 338-2306
Louisiana
Mark "Rat" Guinn
Louisia11a Tech, U,
P.O. Box 8608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930
Madog Rat@aol ,com

Maryland
Lewis Shaw
3013 Shannon Drive
Baltimo1e, MD 2'1213
(410) 325-2046
Massachusetts
Bob Wolsh
58 Rangeley Road
W. Newton, l'M 02165
(617)244-7838
Minnesota
Michael Anderson
5418 Hyway12
Maple Plain, MN 55359
(612)479-1191
Mississippi/Florida
David "Pops' Doersc/1
Rt. 5 Box 169
Oxford, MS 38655
(601) 236-2733
ddoersch@sunset.
backbo11e.olemiss.ec.lu
Nebraska
Paul Stegar
33'.i N. 8th St. #605
Lincoln, NE 68508
(402) 477-6819
New Mexico
Tim Pinnow
Theater Dept.
New Mexico State U.
Las Cruces, NM 88001
(505) 647-2667
TPinnow@NMSU.Edu
New York City
J. David Brimmer
476 Second Street
Brookly11, NY 11215
(718) 788-5381
-and-Rick Sordelet
46 Forest Street
M011tcl,1ir, NJ 07042
(201) 509-0569
._.ewYork State
Steve Vaugh,Jn
800 Vernal Road
Attica, l~Y 1·I 011
(716) 591-3673

Ohio
Randy Baily
827 Main St. #2
Covington, KY 41011-1368
(606) '191·4751
Pennsylvania
Payson Burt
3033 Taft Road
Norristown, PA 19403
(610) 584-6716
(800) 374-4434 l'XT. 22829
South Carolina
Jack Young
Warehouse Theatre
P.O. Box 45,j.
Greenville, SC 29602
(803) 235-8845
Texas/Oklahoma
Anthony Hubert
2706 Crocker
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 522-3066
Utah/Nevada
Ted Sharon
704 N. 540 W. Culbreth Rd.
American Fork, UT 8-1003
(801) /63-7274
Virginia
Colleen Kelly
U, of Virginia Drama Dept.
Culbreth Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 924-8963
Washington State
Geoffrey Alm
105 57 Dayton twe. N.
Seattle, WA 98'133
(206)361-5179
Washington, D.C.
Brad Waller
5616 Kirkharn Court
Spnngfteld, VA 22151
(703) 323-7233
Wyoming
Leigh Selting
510 South 12th
Laramie, WY 82070
(307) N2-2699
Selting@uwyo.edu
CE.RTIFIE~ T!;ACl1~RS
Geoffrey Alm
10:i 57 Dayton Ave. !"Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 361-5179
Michael Anderson
5418 Hyway 12
Maple Plain, MN 55359
(612)-179-1191
Ralph Anderson
465 West 49th SL, # 1B
NY, NY10019-7239
(212) 24 7-5393
Randy Baily
827 Main St. 112
Covington, l<Y 4101 H 368
(606) 491-4751

J. David Brimmer
476 Second Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 788-5381
Payson Burt
3033 Taft Road
Norristown, PA 19403
(2'15) 584-6716
(800) 374-4434 EXT. 22829
Brian Byrnes
1131 Kirkwood Court
Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 338-2306
Tim Carryer
1339 N. Sheridan Ave,
Pittsburgh, P/, 15206
(412)441-8798
Dan Carter
487 Fairmount Avenue
State College, PA 61801
(814) 865-7S86
John Cashman
7435 Shadyglade Ave, 112
N. Hollywood, CA 91605
(8'18) 982-4450
James Cheatham
230 \YI, 79th St., Apt. 1A
New York, NY 10024
(212) 724-9502
Michael Chin
531 MaiI1 Street 11807
Roosevelt Island
New York, l'-lY 10044
(212) 750-9378
Charles Conwell
112 Syc,imme Lane
Phoenixville, PA 19460
(215) 933-8238
Charles Coyl
6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 764-3825
(202) 686-6369
Paul Denhardt
320 IA, S. Randolph Street
Macomb, IL 61,fSS
(309) 837-6744
Michael Donohue
4201 Massachusr>.tts Ave
NW#7-91W
Washington, D.C 20016
(202) 686-6369
David "Pops" Doersch
Rt. 5 Box 169
Oxford, MS 38655
(601 ) 236-2733
ddoersch@sunset.
backbone.olemiss.edu
Susan Eviston
1102 Caribou Way Apt 3
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 339-'/699
Dexter Fidler
635 Judah Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 564-6040
James Finney
807-G Judson Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202
(708) 492-0806
Brent Gibbs
71 O East 5th Street
Tucson, AZ 85719
(602) 622-2143

·Mark "Rat'' Guinn
_ouisiana Tech. U.
P.O. Box 8608
~uston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930
Stephen Gray
1206 W. Webster Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 404-7972
Larry Henderson
750 Rand Avenue #4
Oakland, CA 94610
'.510) 444-2949

Gregory Hoffman
774 Mays Glvd, 1110 161
Incline Village, NV89451
(702) 831-7448
'.415) 703-7150
Michael Hood
1942 i'I. Salem
Anchorage, AK 99508
(907) 562-404 7
Michael Johnson
816 E. Street SE
Washington, D.C. 20003
(202) 543-2571
Jeff Jones
10008 Ponderosa Place
Surasota, FL 34243
(402) 438-3389

Ricki G. Ravltts
2350 BroadweJY, #924
New York, NY 10024
(800) 659-6579

Lewis Shaw
3013 Shannon Drive
Boltimore, MD 21213
(410) 395-2046
Rick Sordelet
46 Forest Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
(201) 509-0569

Robert Tuftee
531 W. 49th Street #2W
New York, NY 10019
(212)75"/-1642

Scot Mann
655 Highland Ave. NE il7C
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 523-6623
Bob McDougall
P.O. Box 23078
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 522-2201
Dr. Robin McFarquahr
810 N. Coler #1
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 333-2893
Douglas Mumaw
Route I, Box 363 K
Broadway, VA 22815
(703) 896-1059

Gratzner Accoutrements
P.O. Box 12023
Marina Del Rey, CA 90295
(310) 823-2050
Sword belts and hangers
Dennis Graves, Swordcutler
255 S, 41st St.
Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 494-4685
Custom swords & dag::3ers
Sales and rental. Catalog,
Marl< Haney
6000 J St1 eet
Sacrarnento, CA 95819
(916)9440252
Handmade broadswords.
J11ck11lope Leather Goods
Tony Rust
292 Fifth Street
Brooklyn, NY 1'/215
(718) 768-7305
Swordbe/ts and hangers,
leather commedia masks

Nick Sandys
2206 West Granville #2
Chicago, IL 60659
(312) 274-0581

Colleen Kelly
U. of Virginia Drama Dept.
Culbreth Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 924-8963

Todd Loweth
216 N Aladdin Drive
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 774-6064

Eiler Robert Cook
P.O. Box 188
Etowah, NC 28729
(704) 692-0323
Edged weapons.

Richard Ryan
1OCranbc,ok Park
Wood Green
London N22 51\JA
United Kingdom
(081) 881-1536

Tim Tait
1331 Downing St. #'/02
Denver, CO 80218
(312) 274-0581

Richard Lane
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622

Center Firearms Co,
10 West 37th St.
New York, NY '/0018
(212) 244-4040
Firearms, Sales and rental.

Ron Plrettl
15 Leroy Street, #12
New York, NY 10014
(212) 675-4688

k. Jenny Jones
5684 Candlelite Terrace
Cincinnati, OH 45238
(513) 772-6564

Michael Kirkland
Galveston College
U~per Deck Theatre
5 01 Avenue U
Galveston, TX 77550
(409) 763-6551

Belle & Blade
124 Penn Avenue
Dover, NJ 07801
(201) 328-8488
Videos, books, weapons.

Mark Olsen
103 Arts Bui Iding
Penn State University
University Park, PA
16802-2900
(713) 743-2915

Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673
Brad Waller
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
(703) 323-7233

Robert Walsh
58 Rangeley Road
W, Newton,MA 02165
(617) 244-7838
Jack Young
Warehouse Theatre
P.O. Gox454
Greenvill@, SC 29602
(803) 235-8845
SUPPl,.IERS

The Armoury
American Fencers Supply
1180 Folsom St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 863-7911
Swords and daggers.
Catalog $3.00
Arms and Armor
1101 Stinson Blvd. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 331-6473
Custom swords, daggers,
pole arms and armor.
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Lundegaard Armoury
P,O, Box 287
Crompond, NY 10517
Custom fantasy weapons
Ramshead Armoury
P.O. Box 653
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 35'1-7232
Weapons, chainmail, books.
Starflre Swords Limited
Maciej Zakrzewski,
Master Blacksmith
P.O. Box 74
Spencer, NY 14883
(607) 589-7244

;a

Triplette Competition Arms
162 West Pine Street
Mount Airy1 NC 27030
(919) 786-529~
Fencing equipment and
theatrical blades. Catalog.
Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673
Swords, shields, spears, etc.
Vulcan's Forge
Lewis Shaw, Proprietor
3013 Shannon Drive
Baltimore, MD 21213
(410) 325-2046
Dom bat-ready weapons
and training equipment
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Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and
improving the quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the
theatrical, film and television industries. The SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country
at universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate
this information. In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three categories:
Actor/Combatant • Teacher • Fight Master
However, one need not take any sort of test in order to be a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in
the art of fight choreography and stage fighting can join as a Friend. Membe1·s of SAFD receive: a 10%
discount on all SAFD workshops; The Fight Master, a journal which is published twice yearly and
contains in-depth articles on the history and practice of stage combat, the latest equipment, staging
practices; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter updating SAFD activities, policies and member news.
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to:
Mark Olsen, SAFD Secretary
University of Houston, Dept. of Theatre, Houston, TX 77204-5071
Dues are $35,00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40.00)
You must enclose a $35.00 check covering dues for the current year.
Checks should be made payable to Society of American Fight Directors.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
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If you've passed the SAFD Proficiency Skills Test, please fill out:

Address

Date Tested _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Phone No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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